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Slowe Car
Break-ins.
Sp~k
Co01plaints

Ri

By M ELVIN MOORING II
Hilltop Staff Writer
Just four weeks into the spring semester, four
Slowe Hall residents claim their cars have been
broken into, their possessions plundered by
thieves-some of them brazen enough to commit
break-ins during broad daylight.
·
Howard student Turence Jackson said crooks
made off with bis 12-disc CD-changer and amplifier-all while spectators on the opposite side of
Third Street, NW; watched and did nothing.
While the car alarm blared, an on-looker in a car
told him he would chase down the assailant for
money, Jackson said. Faced with an estimated
$1 ,200 worth of damage to bis car, Jackson called
the Metro Police Department, which took fingerprint samples.
So far, there have been no leads in the case.
ERIC HALUHWtop Staff
Bad luck also struck a 1991 Toyota Camry
owned by sophomore Jean Joseph. Around 8 a.m.
Howard University Baseball team's assistant coach, Chico Hinton, looks on as
one morning, Jose~h left bis room in Slowe Hall
outfielder Keith Ferrouillet (left), and Charles Maclin (right) practice for the.
to find the front passenger window of his vehicle
spring season, which begins today. The team opens a three-game series against
shattered and the glove compartment emptied.
Arizona State University in Tempe, Ariz., today. See story, B4
He, too, notified the MPD.
The Howard University Campus Police Department says they are responding to the thefts with
the aid of the MPD's Third District Precinct.
increasing the level security around Slowe Hall.
Police Chief Reginald Smith admits that security may be an escalating problem around Slowe
Hall, but that security was tightened on-campus
at the semester's start.
In a move that may bring some relief to Slowe
residents, Sgt. lfonnie Foye, the liaison for MPD,
said undercover officers will now be stationed More Students Thn,ing to On-line Boosktores, Other Universities
around the area. In addition, at least one officer
will be posted at Slowe and a Campus Police By J AMVF. E. SPILLER
purchased her books on-llne, and received them
cruiser will make routine patrols through the a11d LYNN SIMMONDS
two days later.
area in the evening.
Hi lltop Staff Writers
"My parents gave me a credit card for Christ"[Campus Police] are doing what they can with
mas," she said. "I was only going to use it for
what they have. Campus police have a tough job
s a bookstore without books still a book- emergencies, but I believe this can be classified
because they have no jurisdiction outside of the
store? Nearly a month into the semester, as an emergency."
dorm:' said Sgt. Foye. "With student complaints,
the University's bookstore is out of, well,
Fueled by the Internet's emerging popularity,
it puts them between a rock and a hard place."
books.
the number of on-line bookstores has grown
Students said they would welcome the new
Most Howard students have received syllabi rapidly in recent years, surging profits at online
security measures.
"Campus Police should make more patrols dur- from professors. Most have been flushed with chains such as Amazon.com Varsitybooks, and
ing the day as well as the evening," Jackson said. homework assignments. Now, many are being E-Follet. In fact, the stores have started running
For additional security, Chief Smith strongly forced to confront book-less shelves, and the television and radio advertisements promoting
encourages students to use 'The Club', the pop- pressure of finding alternative means of buying the non-traditional way of buying books.
ular anti-theft device which fits over the steering text books.
Antwan Clinton, Director of the University
wheel of a car, effectively rendering it immobi le.
Toke Tia Mouzon.
Bookstore System, attributes the problems io a
"[The Club] has been an effective tool in deterMouzon, a freshman psychology major, new text book distributor and the recent harsh
ring and preventing automobile theft;• said Smith. searched the Fourth S treet bookstore for weather.
As a precaution, Chief Smith and Sgt. Foye books- to no avail. Running out of time, she
advise students to remove any items of value from decided to search an on-line bookstore. Mouzon
See BOOKS, A4
open view as well from as the trunk. "Someone
could be watching as a student puts valuables in
the trunk," Foye said.

Bare Bookstore Shelves Leave
Students Looking for Alternatives
.

I

TO OUR READERS
o tell the story of Howard University is to tell the story through the
pages of The Hillrop.Tbis year marks
the 75th Anniversary of The Hilltop-an institution that has served lhe Howard
University community, as well as the trai ning
ground for generations of writers and leaders
in fields around the globe. It is an institution
deeply rooted in the tradition of such esteemed
writers as the author Zora Neale Hurston and
Isabelle Wilkerson, the Pulitzer Prize-winning
reporter for The New York Times. It is an institution that has grown with the University, and
has, in the last 75 years, emerged from a modest operation into a modern, 40-member news
organization that each week prints some 10,000
copies of The Hilltop, and reaches thousands
more through its Internet web site.
Starting this week, The Hillrop will reprint
articles and photographs that evoked passion,
and compelled students to stand up for what
they believe in.We begin with a 1965 editorial
that stirred controversy throughout the University community. Please see page A3.
Th evoke change, we believe, remains our goal
as journalists.

T

FLU'S WRATH

See A3
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By APRILL O. TURNER
Hilltop Staff Writer
In 1968, in the aftermath of
numerous demonstrations and a
takeover of the Administrati on
Building, Howard students fought
and won the right to sit as voting
members on faculty and University-wide con1mittees.
In contrast to those triumphs,
however, some student and faculty
figures believe a new set of guideli nes limiting students' input in
programs of study have the potential to set student progress back 30
years.
A proposed change in the Core
Bylaws, which prescribe a common set of rules for the University's colleges, have some up in arms
over the denial of student voting
rights on faculty committees.
Article V, section V of the proposed bylaws states: 'Toe Supplemental Bylaws of the College or
School may provide for the participation of students or student representatives at facnlty meetings,
provided that students shall not be
afforded a right to vote at such
meetings."
Dr. Alvin Thorton, Chair of the
Political Science Department. in an
interview Wednesday, voiced support for students voting on faculty
committees.
"Students should be allowed to
vote on most committees," Thorton
said. "In my department, I encourage maximum student voting on
these committees."

After Six Percent Housing Increase,
Dorm Improvements Underway
By N tCOLE A. T ONG
Hilltop Staff Writer
Nearly a year after boosting housing rates
by six percent, the University's Office of Residence Life has started in!proving its dormitories.
The University says the additional improvements will include: Cable television enhanced
telephone connections, furniture for 150 dormitory bedrooms, lounges, and athletic equipment in two buildings.
What's more, the University will add an
evening custodial shift at most dormitories,
and will replace the elevator in Drew Hall. In
addition, new carpet will continue to be
placed at Howard Plaza Towers.
.'Toe installation of cable TV and restoration of data connection and telephone services are already in progress under the same
project,'' said Willia111 V. .Keene, special assistant to the vice president of student affairs.
"Both projects are really expensive, but we do

THE CITY
CHINATOWN BIZ

It's winter, and the flu season, too. Tips on Businesses Near the MCI Arena expect
how to pt()tecl yourself--right from the the lull in traffic to pick-up with tlle
Campus1iealth Center.
NBA season's start.

.,

Proposed University Core Bylaws
Would End Student Voting on
Faculty Committees

See A6

hope to have some word on this very soon,"
said Keene, who unti.1 last year served as dean
of residence life.
Initially, the Division of Student Affairs and
the office of residence life proposed to pur- ·
chase furniture for 50 student bedrooms, but
actually bought 150 sets of furniture instead
for the Towers, the Tubman Quadrangle, and
Slowe Hall.
"We felt as though those selected dorms
were the ones that needed this the most,"
Keene said.
Drew Hall's new elevator bas already been
designed, and the University is obtaining permits from the city for its approval. Renovation
of the Quad's 'Iruth and Crandall Halls have
already begun, and is said to be near comple- .
lion.
"We don't have the money yet for Al(:, in
Drew Hall or the Quad, but Truth and Crandall are set for it." said Keene.

See DORM, A3

TEMPO
CHAINED STRUGGLE

While Thornton made it clear that
student voting is needed on mos\
committees, he opposed student
participation on committees whelC
there is a conflict of interest.
"We do not allow students to sit
on committees that deal with scholarships and fellowships. The student could possibly be in competition with someone."

Jonathan Hutto, Undergraduate
Trustee, and Graduate Trustee
Randy Short, recommended the
institution of a University-wide
policy giving students the right to
vote on all committees within their
respective departments- with the
exception of the Appointment, Promotions, and Tonure C ommittee
(APT) and budgetary committees.
On!y tenured faculty are alfowed to
vote on the APT committee.
"Students at Howard fought for
the rights and responsibil ities that
we now have. It is our responsibility to maintain these rights and to
fight for those students destined to
follow in our footsteps," said Hutto .
'1"he attempt to stop student voting
on facufly committees is reprehensible and morally indefensible."
Though a decidedly negative outcome exists for students resulting
from the adoptation of the the proposed bylaws, the student body has
a relatively small role in the decision-making process.
Provost Anotlne Garibaldi was
unavailable for comment by press
time Wednesday.

See COR E, A4

Elections Team
Unfazed by
Scant Time
By J EANIQUA N, F RANCIS
Hilltop Staff Writer
He was selected two weeks ago,
and now he's facing the challenge
of completing the election process
before Mar. 10.
Ne,-ertheless, Anthony Santagati,
the 1999 General Assembly Elections Committee chair, is optimistic.
Santagati says he's enthusiastic
about the Mar. 3 general election,
and won't allow his late selection
by the General Assembly to slow
the process. "This will be an election that all Howard students can
be proud of," he said.
Several students said they that
.because of this year's shortened
elections timetable, they won't get
the opportunity to fully examine
candidates' platforms.
Take sophomore accounting
major Angelique Scott.
"lf it is at al.I possible, they [the
committee] shouId try to push
back the date of the election so that
we can have enough time to decide

oi;i a good candidate for HUSA,"
Scott said.
But GAEC Vice Chair Fabrice
Laurent attempted to quell student
concern Tuesday, saying "even if
they're)lot looking, they're going
to fi nd out what they need to
know."
Tbc election season bas been
shortened this year, due in large
part to the General Assembly's
failure to obtain a quorum last
semester, Laurent said. Last week,
on ·its fifth attempt to gain a quorum at its meetings, the Assembiy
selected Santagati and told him 10
complete. the elections process by
Mar. 10.
,
"Anthony and I aren't the type of
people who just complain about
something," Laurent said. "t/ve
wanted to do something about -ft,
so we wrote up a proposal."
In the original proposal submitted by Santagati, there were five
scheduled speak-outs, but due 'fo

See E LECTIONS, A4
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TODAY: Showers

Another look at the Revolutionaries wbo
belped shape the Civil Rights Movement

Howard's Baseball team poised for
repeat as MEAC champions.

SATURDAY: Sunny
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THE Hll,LTOP

his month marks the 75th
anniversary of The Hilltop. the
nation's largest Black collegiate newspaper. In the Jan. 22
edition of The Hilltop, the
newspaper reprinted the front-page of the newspaper's
first edition, which was published on Jan. 22, 1924. In
the coming weeks, the newspaper will reprint articles
and photographs that evoked passion, and compelled
students to stand for what they believe in. To evoke
change, we believe, is our mission as journalists.

'What was your
book-buying
,•
• experience like
'
.[ii:.~.this semester?

Shortly after the assassination of John F. Kennedy.
Malcolm X, then the No.2 man in the Black Muslim
movement, made what was to be one of the most insane
statements of the 20th Century. Referring to the tragic event, he said in his characteristic acid tone: ''This
is a case of the chickens coming home to roost.''
This past Sunday• one year, two months and twentynine days after Mr. Kennedy's death• Malcolm, then
the leader of his own Black NationaList movement after
being purged of his Muslim leadership, lay dead in
New York City, himself a victim of an assassin's bullets.
Probably only a few people could find tears to shed
at this man·s tragic passing. A great multitude perhaps
breathed in relief, for his views did not win him many
friends. The news of his death likely brought into the
minds of many his own words, " ... the chicken coming
home to roost (again)."
For all the evil that he stood for. it is still appropri•
ate to brieny renect on his life. Those who were fortunate to hear him speak could not deny that Malcolm
possessed the mind of an intellectual. When listening
to him one could not help but ,vonder what heights he
might have attained had he chosen more noble pursuits.
The Black Muslims attained prominence because of
Malcolm. It was he who articulated their program and
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"'
was horrendous. Waiting two
hours to buy a pencil is ridiculous."

"

'

,.'

-Nyjat Rose, Sophomore, international
busil)ess

Dear Editor:

--

" I found it easier to borrow than
buy books. They were just too
expensive."

- lravis David, Freshman. biology

~·

hat follows is an
editorial published
in the Feb. 19, 1965
edition of The Hilltop. The editorial,
whi commen e on c assassination of civil rights
activist Malcolm X, drew sharp criticism from the
campus community, and prompted several students to
write letters to the editor. One of those letters, by student Ellarwee McDowand, has been reprinted. We
invite your comments on the articles reprinted. Please
email us at: thehilltop@hotmai l.com

!I

goals. It was he who was able to convince the world
that the Muslims were a fore~ to be reckoned with,
whi le in reality they were, and still are, only a small
band of racial fanatics. It was he who made the Muslims attractive to thousands of Negroes and feared by
thousands of whites.
Malcolm possessed unlimited oratorical powers. He
was a born leader of men. His talents, if they had only
been oriented towards more positive ends, could have
been an asset to the Negro race in their struggle for
equality.
In life, Malcolm through his venomous diatribes
was achieving the very thing he was so opposed to• the
eventual end of racial injustice. Many a white opposed
to integration perhaps compared the goals of Martin
Luther King and Malcolm and decided that King was
the less bitter pill to swallow. Eventually, Malcolm's
goals could have only led to unprecedented violence.
In death, perhaps Malcolm will make another contribution to the American public. If his death was the
result of a feud between hi m and Elijah Muhammed,
then the resulting invest igation should expose the
Black Muslims for what they are - not a non-violent
religious sect. but a vicious hate organization. The
sooner the government clamps down on their activities the better.

L ETTER TO THE EDITOR - MARCH
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This letter is written in protest of your editorial
printed in the February 19, 1965. edition of The Hill•
top.
How nobel do all you black people feel condemning
Mr. Malcolm X, 'e:Ven _µ nto his death! What a pretty
show"yoJI 'ail:/ i>u!iiHJ('.QJl''for your whit<;" 'brcthi;en·:
showing'thciii'tlfal'wl cAh hate one of ouf'6,qti lis'\\lell
~s one of theirs!
S inco•when·docs one berate a man who advocates a
person's fighting back? Tilis is the height of imbecili•
ty. You have labeled his deeds as evil: yet who among
you would call the maintenance of a man's dignity evil ?
Or is it that you have been stripped of yours for so long
that you no longer know what it is?
You will undoubtedly agree that we have taken too
much from 'Mr. Charlie' for 100 long: yet you take pride
in men who advocate a concentration of thi s suppres-

•

5, 1965

sion and persecution in the form of sit-ins, wade-ins,
stand-ins and all sorts of other 'ins' . Have you been so
'brain-washed' or are you just so blind to what is hap•
pening around you? Do you need a full-scale racial war
to show that no man can have respect for another when
he refuses to demand that he be treated as a human
being? Just whose side will you be on?
·'· ,
Do any'bf.Y'14'kno,y ,vhal lh~Muslims ot ll)l}' of the
8 1111:k Ndti0l\ltllst stand· fdt°"0o you kno(\, •anything
about these groups besides.what the white man.has told
you.!. ':, 1:
I
I
, /
,I I
I belie,,:: the time has come lbr you to take stock,of
what is happening around you and to decide for yourself just where it is you stand. Because whether ornot
you want to believe it there are sides and both of then
are yours.

r.oz(J;n.-,2 ,,;

k,1:1Vf 1lt.:3
·111L>Jh

,1-.1

/ ) .G. :.Jlh

I II

Thank you,
(Miss) Ellarwee McGowan

,r

I
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- f~.driene Byrd, Freshman, legal comcomt'/l1ications
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"11. was hell. Books cost too much,

a1'!f then when you try to sell them,
t/t.ey only give one-third of the
piiice back."
••
••
••
••

....

-(Jbmar Brooks, Junior, marketing

••
••

••
~
=
::,_

Compiled By
Eric Hall

.,A!.IJ>II

th•

LJ w1a1i.J ,i ;-11up ,ui
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"Long lines, imperso11able service,
aiiI=computer mix-ups caused
exireme delays in the checkout
litte."
••
••
••
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THE CHICKENS ROOST AGAIN
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The Hilltop
Celebrating 75 years
of·Excellence
in Joumalism
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School of 'B' Leaders Discuss
Changes With New Dea~

Elzey Named Executive Vice President

ty of business students. Some projects currently being introduced are
permanent e-mail addresses for
business students , an updated
School of Business web page,
mandatory community service and
the idea of placing a deeper emphasis on entrepreneurship versus corporate America.

l3y MIA SOMERSALL
Hilllop Staff Writer

'
A recent meeting between School
of Business team leaders and Dr.
Barron H. Harvey, the newly-elected Dean, ended with several tentative changes for the School of
Business.
During an annual team leader
retreat in Baltimore, Md., Dean
Harvey expressed an eagerness to
hear issues regarding business students through the eyes of student
leaders. He spent much of the first
day talking to the students about
what they wou ld like to see
improved within the School of
Business.
' First year team leader Robin
Reeves said that she is optimistic
about the changes that will take
place because of the meeting.
"It felt good to talk with the dean
because other students and myself
were able to give him our perspectives on what needs to be
improved," said Reeves. She added
that Harvey seemed to value the
opinions of the team leaders present at the retreat.
The idea that sparked the most
conversation and interest in the students was about a student resource
center, where students could make
photocopies, fax materials, order
business cards, etc. for a fraction of
the cost ofKinko's or Howard copy.
The initiative won the favor of the
vast majority of those in attendance, including Harvey, who said

CAMPUS BRIEFS

Hilltop Staff/Eric Hall
Tulln Leaders <mCUSS changes "ilh the Business School Dean.

that he would set the initiative into
effect by the end of the semester.
He also promised to make a list of
the all of the issues by order of
importance as deemed by the team
leaders so that he could evaluate
them and, if fitting, put them imo
effect.
Some of the top concerns were
about maximizing the use of the
school's technology facilities and
equipment as well as better utilizing the information desk on the
first floor. Also mentioned was the

idea of case work during the junior
year of business school and several other issues.
Harvey presented to the team
leaders the draft 10 the Five-Year
Strategic Plan of the business
school. The p lan includes the
inception of mullimedia classrooms that would be wired for the
Internet and able to accommodate
new and interactive technology
before the year is complete. The
plan also' introduces new strategies
for improving the academic quali-

The 21st Century Advantage Program, of which team leaders are a
component, is itself a relatively
new program within the business
school. It exemplifies the School of
Business' mission statement "to
become a world leader in the development of new knowledge and
solutions to major business and
social problems." Original to
Howard University, team leaders
lead and mentor 15-22 freshmen
and transfer students in the School
of Business. They also act as
liaisons between the team and a
sponsor corporation such as General Electric, IBM, and JP Morgan.
The four-year involvement with the
parent company introduces new
Howard students to corporate
America through seminars, conferences, site visits, etc. and the
students are often exposed to cutting-edge business practices. The
2 I st Century Advantage Program
has set the path for the engineering
school. which has recently set up a
version of the team system and the
idea of corporate adoption.

Patrick H . Patrick Swygert announced he appointm ent Qf
Thomas J. Elzey as Executive Vice President/ Chief Aca~
mic Officer last week.
Elzey bas served as vice president for business and fiscal
affairs and treasurer at the University since October I 995.

-

Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee Visit Campus for
Book-signing
he h u sband and wife team. Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee, will
be on campus today for a book-signing and reception. The
performer.; will be in the lreasurer's Room and Museum of
F ounders Library from 6 to 8 p.m . Copies of the following
books will be on sale at the event: With Ossie and Ruby: In
This Life Together by Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee and My
Good Nerve by Ruby Dee.

Dr. Michael E. Dyson To Speak In Chapel
Dr. Michael E. Dyson, visiting professor form the Institute
for Research of African-American Students at Columbia
University, New York, NY, will be the guest speaker at the
Andrew Rankin Memorial Chapel on Sunday at 11 a.m,

•
'
-Compiled by Staff Writer Aprill Q Tt,mer. Campus Briefs
un weekly in the Campus section ofThe Hilltop and must
delivered, faxed, or e-mailed to the newspaper no later
than 5 p.m. Monday. The Hilltop is located on the Plaza
level of the Plaza 1bwers West, and the fax number is
202.806.4758. E-mail is thehilltop@hotmail.com

Flu Season's Wrath Hits Howard
HU Health Center Offers Tips For Flu-free Season
By LYNN SIMMONDS
Hilltop Staff Writer

In recent weeks, the D.C. weather scene has quickly changed from
bitter cold to sunny skies-and as
a result, more and more students
have ended up in the Student Health
Center, the victims of cold and flu.
In addition 10 these casualties, the
icy weather conditions were the
cause of one injury reported to the
Student Health Center, and 32 at
Howard University Hospital.
Still, cold and flu are the concern
of the students at HU. January and
February are the height of the flu
season and many students are
coughing and suffering from nasal

congestion and fever. But.the truth mary reaso_n some students do not
is, a lot,.of their disoom,fort.~_ould n.!take tl)e,.vace\ne is b:c~.l!.~e t~~y
have been avoided by taking, a Ou , thin'lc ,tlie cold or sickness that
vaccin~t.ai:lier in the semester., .. , pccurs after receiving a nu s hot is
According 10 Dr. Lynette Mundey, due 10 the shot.
Director of the Health Center, it is
'"That terrible cold was not
too late to take the vaccine for the because of the vaccine. but caused
remainder of the winter; however, by a virus the vaccine didn't cover:·
she said, she recommends that stu- she said.
dems take a flu vaccine early in the
Mundey provided some advice for
fall, before the nu season. Taking students during the nu-season.
the flu vaccines do not guarantee
"Good hand washing is key. The
that the person will not get sick at old thing our moms trained us to do
all, but the symptoms will not be as is important," she said. Sheencoursevere as if the person not taken the ages students to eat well-balanced
flu shot. A new vaccine is admin- meals. Realizing that many people
istered yearly, because each year the do not always eat healthy, she sugvaccine protects the body against a gests multi-vitamins 10 supplement
new s trand of the virus.
the diet. The Health Center has a
According to Mundey, one pri- slew of upcoming events this

semester. According to Mundey,
due to the.Health Center's .s uccess
of their HlY
Day las t
semester, they will be sponsoring
another testing ses~ion, •which is
scheduled for Tuesday at the Health
Center Annex on College St. No
blood will be taken- it is an OraSure method .
"II 's just as accurate as the blood
tests." Mundey said. The tests are
on a first come, first serve basis.
The second week of February is
National Condom Week and condoms will be g iven out along with
information on sexually transmi11ed
diseases.
/11formotio11 011 the St11de111 Health
Centers services can be found at
,vivillhowanl.ed11/stude11t he(l/th.
0
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Who's
Who
• Congratula tions to the following

students who were nominated for 19981999 Who's Who Among American
College Students:
Akua, Aidoo
Desma C. Alexander

Sharmarlas Allens
Arrelle Anderson
Maisha Armstrong
Miche lle Arrington
Shannon Baker
Yolonda Barker
Laurie Blackman
,t\rkisha Bridgeman
Latoya Brown
Shatikwa Brown
Sophia Carre
James C. Carter
'Irista R. Carter
Joi 0. Chaney
Mario D. Clark
Karen H. Clarke
Amelia Cobb

Torie D. Comeaux
Tiffany Crawford
Jarett I. Curd
Garland J. Dabney
Alva Dauphine
Giselle C. DeFritas
Toisha L. Dupree

Business
Engineering, Arhi
tecture and Compul
er Science (EACS)
Education
Communications
EACS
Communications
Communications
Communications
Grad School of Arts
& Sciences (GSAS)
Business
Communications
Communications
Communications
Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences
Business
Pharmacy. Nursing
& AlliedHealth
(PNAH)
Arts & Sciences
Business
Business
PNAH
Arts & Sciences
PNAH
Arts & Sciences

Nora L. Edwards
Mojgan Farid
Adiah I. Ferron
Dame A. Forbes
Stacey R. Garland
Latoya T. Godley
Michael Gordon
Ste~en Gray
Robert Hall
Nancy L. Harkins
Eugene H. Harris Ill
Kimbra S. Harris
Nicole A. Harris
Lakeasha L. Hart
Avionne Hill
Sparkle S. Hill
Thneka M. Hill
Rudyard L. Hillard
Jami la L. Hoyett
Zerline A. Hughes
Tracey Hunte
June! R. Jeffrey
Samiayah R. Johnson
Shenita Johnson
Morgan L. Keeton
Tashana Z. Kittrell
Bienvenido Lebron
Jonelle Lewis
Shantrclle P. Lewis
Karyn R. Lilly
Kimberly Lloyd
Sheldon L. Lynn
Erika M. McConduit
Jasmin A. McDuffie
Michelle McKenney
Linda Merus
Stephanie R. Miller

\

Social Work
PNAH
Arts & Sciences
Education
Social Work
Business
Arts & Sciences
Communications
Business
Communications
Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences
Communications
Social Work
Arts & Sciences
Business
PNAH
Aris & Sciences
EACS
Communications
EACS
Communications
Arts & Sciences
Communications
Business
Arts & Sciences
Communications
Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences
PNAH
Communications
EACS
EACS
EACS
PNAH
Buisness
Buisness

Dorm Improvements
Now Underway
DORM,from Al

·-~
...

Keene said the University will
buy invest $30,000 in athletic
equipment for the Quad, Slowe
and Meridian Halls.
Keene, a graduate of the University. said he empathizes with
current students and their concerns about the conditions of dormitory life.
While many students say
they've acknowledged proposals
to improve dormitories. some
said they have major concerns.
Freshman Janna Thompson, a
resident of the Tubman Quadrangle, sa.id she"s very concerned
about the on-going dormitory
improvements.
"We should gel air-conditioning, and we need be11er power,"
Thompson. adding 1hat "cable

TV would be nice to have :ls
well.'"
Fres hman finance major Troy
Spencer, said hc"s disappointed
that Drew Hall only has one e levator.
'"There is only one e levator in
Drew, and it's an inconvenience
for me," he said. "It's a 101 easier
to walk up the steps than to use
the elevator." He a lso said there
s hould be better c ustodial work
in the bathroom~ o f Drew Hall .
However, junior his tory major
Thomas Parker said he's happy
with the University's efforts 10
improve dormitory living conditions.
"I think it 's good that they're
trying 10 put in new carpel,
because it s hows that they are
commi11ed 10 improving conditions in the dorms:· Parker said.

...

N' namdi D. lzegbe
Kia L. Nicholson
Alexis I. Parent
Leah R. Patterson
Ethan Polk
Nadina J. Powell
Christina N. Pressey
Kimberly E. Rains
Faith M. Richardson
Monique Richardson
Keneth A. Russell
Michele A. Salmon
Rashidah S. Siddiqui
Cynne' N. Simpson
Monika K. Sinah
Dontai L. Smalls
Lois E. Sterling
Stacey D.Stewart
Alicia L. Toal
Malaika S. Thomas
Marinda D. Thomas
Leslie-Ann Toney
Frank B. Turner
Frances E. Uku
Chondria Wallace
Neville Welch
Jennifer A. White
Kacee D. Wikerson
Richard L. Wi.ki.n Ill
Dana Williams
Isa J. Williams
Tiffany Wilson
Lakeesha N. Woods
Erikla M. Wortham
Kobina P. Yankah

Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences
EACS
Business

PANH
Arts & Sciences
PANH
Communications
Communications
Commun.ications
Aris & Sciences
Communications
Communications ·

PNAH
Arts & Sciences
Buisness
Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences
Dentistry
Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences
Business
EACS
Commuications

PNAH
Grad Arts & Sci
e nce (GSAS)
Communications
Arts & Sciences
Communications
Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences
Arts & Sciences
Comunications
Arts & Science: Div
sison of Fine Arts
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There are no lines,
no limits,. no boxes,
no boundaries.
h's our philosophy that makes us stand-out as a diverse company
and workforce. Because of this kind of thinking we have become
what we are - the office supply retail mega-<:hain with more than
800 stores worldwide - never letting limitations stand in our way.
If this all sounds like a page from your own success story,
we've got the perfect place for you to build on your own record
of professional leadership.
We reward our hard-working team members with performance
incentives, and more. Plus our continued serious growth means
on-going opponunity for advancement. For prompt consideration1,
please forward your resume to: OfficeMax, Inc., 3605
'
Wmmsville Ctntu Rd., Shaku Heights, OH 44122.
Pax: 216/295-5838. Email: careers@officemax.com
' '
••
Please visit our website at:www.office.com
'
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Students Find Alternatives to Bylaw Threatens Student Voting Rights
HU Bookstore
the faculty that the University
the students at Howard Universi- employs. Student participation
CORE,.from Al
ty for us not to have a voice. It ensures a dynamic, innovative, and
Matters of curriculum, educa- would seriously take back from intellectual environment at
tional programs and quality of stu- the student activism on campus," Howard."
dent life are discussed on faculty said Franklin. "For it to be levied
Short encourages students to
commiuees. Hutto refers to the in that matter would go against the contest the erosion of student
Department of Political Science as faculty's wishes and those of the rights.
a model example. Wi thin the students. It is a 90s version ofJim"We should resist any rollback of
department, several commi11ees Crowism," he added.
our
rights, especially in light of the
Graduate Trustee Randy Shor1
decide the contents of senior comfact
that people want us to pay
prehensive exams, graduation believes that student participation
adult
prices for education and
schemes, the elimination of old on faculty commitlees is an essenback-handedly
treat us like juvecourses, and what new courses tial aspect of the Howard communiles,''
said
Short.
"We might be
nity.
will be added.
inclined
to
accept
the
treatment of
"The Core Bylaws were meant to
President of the Graduate Political Science Society Sekou ensure student participation as children if we were paying the
Franklin, who votes on some of part of the University community. same prices for our education that
these committees. sees the pro- It should be, must be, preserved," those who wish to strip us of our
posed Bylaws as unequal treat- Short said. •:students ultimately rights paid when they went to
are the consumers of a product- school."
ment.
'lei/ us wlral you think. Email us at thehi/ltop@hotmail.com
" I think it is a grave injustice to

"l think it's ridiculous that the
bookstore doesn't have aoy of the
books that l need and it's two
weeks into the semester already,"
said Brandon Hill, a freshman
political science major.
High textbook prices at stores
have caused Josina Lawrence to
purchase second-hand books at
lower prices from other students.
"Even the used books can still be
too expensive [at the bookstore],"
said Lawrence, a junior film major.
" I would rather support other students."
Freshman business management
major Vonnetta Ewing accepted
the absence of books in the campus
bookstore as just another element
of her Howard freshman year experience.
"I'm struggling to find books this
semester," she said. "I have friends
looking for books for me. l' m
searching the ads in Douglas and
other buildings on campus. This
stress is comparable to finals time."
But there is one group of Howard
students who don't have a choice:
students with book vouchers. They
have to shop at Howard's bookstore.
"I had to wait fort wo hours in the

BOOKS,/rom Al
"The ahseoce of books isn't a
· res~it of any changes by us," Clinton~aid. "Because of severed relations with our former distributor,
we ~ad to change to a new system.
In addition, the snow and ice had
our orders backlogged. We
swnched
to a new system that we're
'
adjusting to."
Clinton said he'sawareoftheproblems plaguing the campus bookstore, and said he's working to identify,ways to remedy the problem.
11

Howard students deserve morei"

he ~aid.
The low number of textbooks
avaijable in the campus bookstore
has prompted Howard students to
do more than shop elsewhere to
find'.their textbooks.
Tfii: scant number of textbooks in
thc"campus bookstore has prompted •~ome Howard students to try
bo<>'kstores at other universities.
Fi'eshman nursing major Nicole
Fitts took the Metro to the University of Maryland to buy her books.
She said she did it "because there
were no books in Howard's bookstor~.''

bookstore line-just because I have
a book voucher." said Hill. "You
shouldn't be punished for having a
book voucher. It's like they're punishing people for having scholarships."
Many students believe that the
campus' plan to place the bookstore on Georgia Avenue should
be pul into effect as soon as possible.
"With the kind of tuition we pay.
we should have more than one
location to buy books," said freshman psychology major Terra
White. "I stood in the validation
line for two hours, then I went to
the bookstore and, lo-and-behold
another long line. There needs to
be a more efficient way of handling
things in the bookstore."
'There arc a lot of changes underway. By the Fall of I999. we're
going to be in our new location on
Georgia Avenue. There will be a
lot of changes in the way we do
business. I just ask students and
faculty to bear with us," Clinton
said.

Elections learn Prepares for Primaries
Jewel James, programs coordinator.
"The committee is made up of
some dynamic individuals." Santagati said. "Everyone on the committee is experienced.''
Despite the shorter amount of
time allotted to the elections
process this semester, Santagati and
his committee encourage more sm-

Ef,ECTIONS,/rom Al
time constraints, two had to be
eliminated.
Santagati praised the committee's
staff, which includes: senior Shenita Johnson, financia l advisor:
sophomore Othniel Alphonse, marketing director; and sophomore

dents to participate in this year's
election.
HUSA President Neville Welch
feels this will be a successful election season.

"I think the election will run fine
in respect of the time constraints,"
Welch said. "l have a tremendous
amount of confidence in the people
who were selected.''

The Elections Timeline
Mecca at the Millennium
Jan. 25 Elections Packets and Procedures
Available
Jan. 26 Volunteer Interest Meeting
Feb. 3
Packets and petitions Due
Feb. 8
Candidate Verification Meeting
Feb. 9
Campaigning Begins 12:0 1 a.m.
Feb. 9
Mecca: Blend-TBA
Feb. I 0Mandatory Trustee Candidate Briefing***
Feb. I0Mecca: Outlook Part 1- Punchout
Feb. l 5Mecca: Spcakout 1- Drew Hall
Feb. 16Mecca: Q & A- School o Divinity
Feb. 17
Mecca: Crossfire- School of
Business
Feb. 23Mecca: Q & A- School of Law**
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Feb. 23Mecca: Speakout 2- Meridian Hill
Hall
Feb. 24Mecca: Outlook Part 2- Blackburn
Ballroom
March I
Mecca: Speakout 3- Quad
March 2
Mecca: Crossfire- Blackburn
Ballroom
March 3
General Election Day
Mecca: Soapbox-Blackburn
March 8
Forum*
Run-Off Election Day*
March 10
*if necessary
**from 12:00 noon until 2:00 p.m.
***begins at 3:30 p.m., location TBA
All locations are tentative. ln addition, all
events are tentatively scheduled to begin at
7:30 p.m., unless otherwise noted.
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VISIT THE NEW & IMPROVED
FINE ARTS COMPLEX
''LULU VERE CHILDERS HALL''
Friday, February 5, 1999
12:00 p.m. - 4:00.p.m.

Enhanced Corridors
New "Smart Rooms"
New Dance Studio
Renovated Piano Practice Rooms
New Elevator
And Much, Much, More!

the
best
way
to
start
your
Friday.
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THE AMBIICA'S
KINGSTON, Jamaica-The Jamaic,m government will seek execution for killer Neville
Lewis. The decision came after Lewis missed the
deadline for appeal. Lewis along with his coaccused: Peter Blaine were convicted and sentenced to death in Ocrober I 994 for the murder of
a businessman. Victor Higgs, on Nmi 11, 1992. On
Jan. 4. the Constitutional Court dismissed a motion
filed by Lewis against his prison conditions and
the six-month limitation which was set by the Governor General Howard Cooke. During the 6
months, Lewis' case was being considered by the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights.
Lewis' execution is adding chaos to the Caribbean
over capital punishment, and so far many
Caribbean nations have resisted international pressure to abolish execution because it remains popular with the public in the region.
KINGSTON, Jamaica- The annual report on
Appropriation and other Accounts states that the
Jamaican government lost $7.86 million to over
payments and misspending by public officials and
another $7.89 million in losses, theft and shortages
for the financial year ending March 1997. The
report was conducted by the General Auditors. The
report also states that $150.5 million was put
towards loans by the government through the Ministry of Finance and the Accountant General.
Accompanying reports of losses is an untidy state
of the accounts of the government's main revenue
collection arm. For instance, Income Tux arrears
stood at $ 1.376 billion compared to last year $982
million . March 31, 1997 financial year report stated that the department's main revenue bank
account had not been reconciled for over a year.
PORT-AU-PRINCE, H aW-A national strike
was called on Jan. 22 in Haiti to oppose President
Rene Prcval's decision to rule without parliament.
The standoff between Preval and the legislator
started 11 days ago when Preval said he would
uphold electoral law that set Jan. 11 as the end of
the term for most of the Caribbean nation's legislative and municipal offic1iff-"i mt~22 standoff was the latest ;in a I !r-month pdlitfcal crisis
touched off by the June 1997 resignation of Prime
Minister Rosny Smarth. Prevail. along with parliament, agreed on a new prime minister but parliament rejected Prcval three nominates. Preval
also stepped up the pressure on defiant lawmakers on Wednesday. ordering their diplomatic passports annulled and telling them to return government properly.

U. South Florida Students to Protest
Regents' Discrimination Position
By J ON BEAKE
University of South Florida
TAMPA, Fla.-When President Betty
Castor asked for a state university policy
banning sexual-orientation discrimination, she may not have foreseen the controversy it would cause.
Her proposal stalled at last week's Board
of Regents meeting, when Chancellor
Adam Herbert said it did not have the
authority to ban that type of discrimination. Supporters around the state refuse to
let the issue die. Students and faculty
from Universities around the state will
trek to the Florida Education Building in
Tullahassee Monday to protest the BOR's
decision.
R. J. Thompson, co-president of University of South Florida's Gay Lesbian
Bisexual Transgender Coalition, said he
hopes to change the regents' minds. His
organization plans to unfurl a large scroll
listing more than 300 colleges and universities around the country that protect

against this type of discrimination and lay
it on the front steps of the BOR's office.
''We're holding it to help the chancellor
and the BOR understand why they can
make it happen, even though they say that
it is just a legislative matter," Thompson
said. "Since it wasn't on their agenda, we
bad no prior knowledge. We could not
have let our wishes be known then."
At that meeting, Jan. 21. Herbert briefly
announced that the State University System did not have legal authority to include
sexual orientation as a protected class in
anti-discrimination policy language.
"State law is very specific with regard
to state agencies and we cannot provide
protections that are not specifically authorized by the state Legislature," Herbert
said last week. Regent spokesman Keith
Goldschmidt said the BOR could not
institute such policy until the Legislature
adopts its own anti-discrimination policy
off of that," Goldschmidt said. There are
several university systems that have enacted similar policies without similar pro-

tections in state statutes. ''There arc public universities across the country that
have enacted these policies even ones
whose states didn't have the laws for it-like
University of Georgia,.. Thompson said.
Another point is that the Florida Administrative Code bans that kind of discrimination, and it's included in the Florida
Hate Crimes Law. Those are examples of
state agencies making the policies. ln
1990, Florida International University
President "Mitch" Maidique requested a
policy similar to Castor's. His requests in
199I and I 992 by the office of the i;hancellor.
The chancellor's office said that the
beginning of the decade that not only
could the SUS not adopt a policy banning
sexual-orientation discrimination, universities could not sufficient legal p1ecedent. When Castor sent her request to
Herbert, she included two U.S. Supreme
Court cases which, in her opinion, provided precedent 10 explain why sexual orientation was a class on which a person

1

could be discriminated against. Thecasc!s'
were provided by USF's Office of
yeneral Counsel. However, BOR 's Gen~
eral Counsel disagreed. Goldschmidt sa(d'°"
his office didn't think the legal opiniort; ·" ;
applied to the situation.
"'1111,
"
"Our legal people took a look at that al\11. ,,,
didn't find a lot ofroom in that argument,\;1,.,
Goldschmidt said. R.B. Friedlander, ,
USF's assistant general counsel said SW:m,i
thought the BOR 's assertion that it cou!sl ,.,
not move forward without a statuto~y,..,
authority was valid.
[I
"I don't think anyone disagrees with ""
what the BOR is saying," FriedlandeF
said. ''They can't go forward with t~e,fo
state law being silent."
, .,,,i
I u'
Before Herbert's announcement, seve~- ;::
l!I individuals and groups publicl y';1'
endorsed Castor's initiative, including ,
1
Maidique, University of Florida President~"
John Lombardi, the United Faculty oJu;
Florida, the USF Faculty Senate an~~·•
Equality Florida.
, iii
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Delayed Loan Checks Frustrate Louisian~(~
State University Students
1------- -- -- - --By JENNIFER COOKE
Louisiana State University
BATON ROUGE, La-The long line of
students waiting for checks at the Office
of Bu rsar Operations may be largely
unnecessary. "A lot of them are creating
their own problems," said Bursar Operations Director Donnie Copeland.
The cashiers at the office told Copeland
that many students are trying to get their
fmancial aid checks at the office instead
of waiting to receive them at their local
addresses, he said. If the amount of a student's financial aid is greater than the
amount owed to the University, the student
will be issued a check for the balance. The

back of the student fee bills and the spring
schedule booklet both explain the procedures for receiving the extra funds.
Checks were mailed to eligible students
Jan. 11 10 local addresses listed in the
Louisiana State University Directory
database, however checks can be delayed
in reaching students if the local addresses are not updated with the University,
Copeland said. "The office has problems
with students not keeping their local
addresses current," Copeland said.
Checks for financial aid balanc-es which
originate after the first day of all classes
will be issued and mailed as the money is
received. Students may also have be~n in
line trying to re-register if the Offi£C' did
not receive their tuition paymet!ts by the

-

-

Jan. 6 due date. thereby causing their
schedules to be purged. Tuition mai led in
late December may not have reached the
university by the due date. "If you wait
until the 30th or 31st or December, there
is a pretty good chance it is not going to
make it on time:· Copeland said .
If students' schedules were purged and
they paid in person and on time. Copeland
said the cashier could have made a mistake or the student may not have specified
the money was for tuition.
''The only thing I can tell students is that
if they have a question about the payment
not being here on time, all they have todo
is call ,REGGIE and it will tell them,"
C~land said.
He suggested students check their reg-

istration statuses before the last day to register, which was Thursday. Now studeiv.s ,
must obtain special permission from their
colleges if they want to register lat.e11
"We're not physically capable of notify>, \~
ing people in a timely manner," he said?
''The students <ll'e on their own. It's theit''responsibility to get registered."
l ~;
Bursar Operation hired five temporary
employees and set up additional phone
lines to help with the influx of additional calls. Copeland conceded the office·s
closing from two days before Christmas
to two day before the tuition deadline
created somewhat of problem for students.
'
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LITTLE ROCK, Ark.-For the second time
this week, tornadoes ripped through the South
killing eight people, wrecking historic neighborhoods and knocking down Chelsea Clinton's childhood trechousc. The l00-year-old Quapaw Quarter, Lillie Rock·s oldest area. was sliced in half by
a twister that kill ed three people Jan. 2 1.
Clarksville, Tenn. was also hit by a toniado on Jan.
22. Power was knocked out to more than I00,000
homes in Arkansas and Thnnessee.

SPRINGFI ELD, I LL.-Eighteen inmates
were released after a truth-in-sentencing law that
took effect in I 995. h was declared unconstitutional by the Illinois Supreme Court. Nie Howell,
Corrections department spokesman said the
inmates were given street cloths and money earned
from working in prison, put on a bus for home and
ordered to report 10 their parole officer.
·'They arc gone,.. he said, Jan. 22. The truth-insentencing required murders lo serve their full sentences and many other violent felons 10 serve at
least 85 percent of their sentence. Under the overturned la,v, nearly 2,600 criminals were sentenced.
The law ended the practice of granting prisoners
one day off for every day of good behavior in order
to cut sentencing in half.

I
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Serving
the Howard Univesitv
Communitv
for
15 Years.

AFRICA
FREETOWN, Sier ra Leone- A Roman
Catholic nun was shot and killed by rebels in Sierra Leone. A Xaverian missionary escaped with
gunshot wounds. The rebels, bauling Sierra Leone
troops and a West African coalition force in Freetown. are still holding five nuns and another Xaverian missionary as hostages. The nun has been identified as Sister Aloysius Maria from India. On the
other hand, Troops from Nigeria which oversees
the intervention force known as ECOMOG, rescued the Roman Catholic Archbishop of Freetown,
Joseph Henry Ganda and four European priests on
Jan. 22. Since the fighting erupted, food supplies
have been low in Freetown causing residents to join
long lines in order to gain some form of food supplies.
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Get published in the nation's
largest Bl~ck collegiate newspaper.
or more information, contact The
Hilltop at 202/806-6866, or email us.
at
thehilltop@hotmail.com
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the best wav to stan vour fridav.
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Bureau of the Census
Suitland, MD
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Recruiting to fill
over 400 headquarters
vacancies for:
Computer Specialists
Mathematical Statisticians
Analysts/Statisticians
Administrative Specialists
Decennial Specialists
Geographers
Relevant college degree o r
professional exp erience required

Salary range
$27,508 - $63,436
January 29th
10:00 am - 7:00 pm
and

January 30th
10:00 am - 5:00 pm

T o schedule an inte rview or
obtain more information
please call 1-800 638-6719
between 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
Monday - Friday

Compiledfrom wire reports by staff writer Natalie Reid.
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, By JASON T. SMITH
Hilltop Staff Writer
Just beyond China Town's glimmering, golden "Friendship" arch,
hope blossoms and the "cha-ching"
of the cash register fills the air.
The sound of dropping coins and
passing bills has several area merchants singing the praises of the
District's nearly two-year-old pri, vately owned sports complex: The
: MCI Center.
Nearly two years after the com1
, pletion of the center, and weeks
, after NBA officials and players
: brought a season-binding lockout to
a close, the arena seems "promising" for proprietors.
"Overall the area has been developing more with the MCI center,"
said Emmanuel Lipscomb, president of Silver Lining, Inc, which
stands only two blocks from the
arena.
, Although many storefronts
• remain boarded up awaiting construction, Lipscomb feels that the
best is soon to come.
His graphic design company, at
630 I St., is full of copy machines,
computers and fax machines while
he balances a phone between his
ear and shoulder as he fields questions from a customer.
He refuses to say that his familyrun business is "booming, but as
the area completely develops I
think it's going to be a very productive business district."
He added, "There's been a lot of
other businesses moving· into the
area and we're seeing a lot of
improvements to the streets."
Government agencies and a slew

District Students
Support Tuition Bill

Night action does not seem to be
a problem for the "always-busy"
Facto, an Irish pub on Seventh
Street.
"We've been busy every night,"
said manager Linda Arthur. "We've
had something going on every
night. Business is great. We've seen
nothing but an increase in new
faces."
The pub, which is nearly one year
old, is supported heavily by throngs
of Georgetown students who enjoy

CIVIL RIGHTS ISSUE
HOWARD UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
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Business around the MCI Arena say they expect the lull and traffic to pick
up once the NBA season begins.
a myriad of bands that
visit the spot on various weekends.
Arthur said the pub is enjoying its
rise in business as the surrounding
area builds "at a rapid rate." She
said that the area could turn into a

By CLAY RISEN
Georgetown University

I

.

Jason T Smith/Hilltop Staff

: r,gwr ½.,.;J, o,,;@w,rltod.""'

"Georgetown, Jr." within two years,
bringing in more bars, clubs and
nightspots.
"Having a successful bar just
makes them come in sooner," she
said.

"We're in DC, the cornerstone of
democracy," said Eames. "All the
great leaders have public education
in common. District students
shouldn't have to pay thousands of
dollars more by going across the
state line."
A group of local businesses and
community leaders have started a
privately funded scholarship program that would aid students of the
District. The program is designed
to offer the same opportunities that
other states' students receive.
Mobil Corporation, Fannie Mae,
and the Greater Washington Urban
League are just a few that are
involved with the scholarship program.
Khalilah Karim, a sophomore at
Banneker High School, is noticing
the change at her school and in the
District. "The school system isn't
all that great, but it's getting better,"
said Karim. "Before, we weren't
given courses that would prepare
us for the SATs. This year, Kaplan
is offering a series of SAT prep
courses. They are expensive, but at
least they're offering them," Karim
said. Karim is looking to attend
schools in the New York area.
There is concern that the education bill would harm enrollment at
the University of the District
Columbia. UDC is the city's only
public university. In his interview
with the Post, Davis also said his
program would undercut city support for UDC. He said UDC does
not offer the same broad range of
academic programs that District
students would find at major statesupported schools across the country.
"I'm excited about this program"
said Jillian Blair, a junior at Banneker High School. "It'll give more
opportunities to people who oth ..
erwise wouldn't attend college. I
know there are many of my peers
who want to leave DC for school."
Davis is an aspiring Engineering
major who plans to go to Georgia
Tech, a public school in Georgia.

tion, or in apparent violation of
D.C. law.
The audits, issued late last year,
came less than two months after an
unsuccessful push by members of
Congress to eliminate 1999 funding
for the ANCs, based on reports that
the commissions often misspent
city funds.
One D.C. Council member said
the new round of audits should not
be seen as an indictment of all 37
ANCs, but that the troubles documented in these wards reinforce the
need to tighten oversight of the
groups.
Members of one commission, the
auditor said, apparently accepted
cash gifts from a prominent city

lobbyist who later asked them to
support his projects.
Advisory Neighborhood Council
2C, representing the Shaw area in
Northwest Washington, failed to
maintain any documentation indicating how $8,542 was spent during the 1996 and 1997 fiscal years.
It was also found that each of the
five ANC 2C commissioners
accepted hundred-dollar checks
from a district lobbyist and his law
firm around Christmas in 1995 and
1996. According to the lobbyist, the
money was to buy "gifts for the
needy." Only one of those commissioners was able to detail how the
money was spent.
Later, the commission was asked

on several occasions in 1996 and
1997 to endorse development projects that the lobbyist was advocating.
The audit questioned whether the
acceptance of the gifts violated city
conflict-of-interest provisions,
given that "commissioners voted
to support the issues raised by the
law firm and its employee." The
D.C. Office of Campaign Finance
has begun an investigation,
spokesman Michael Simpson said.
The audit of ANC 2C also said
that Chairman Lawrence Thomas
should repay $900 in questionable
expenses, of which $500 was a loan
he acknowledged making to himself.

Georgetown University Credit Rating Drops
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The Advisory Neighborhood
Council in the Shaw area was
named one of three ANCs that
allegedly misused funds.
According to the findings of the
city auditor, each have misused and
mismanaged government funds
over the past five years.
The reports by Interim D.C. Auditor Deborah K. Nichols identified
three ANCs in Wards 2, 5 and 8 as
having case after case of payments
being made to community groups,
ANC members, consultants and
others without proper documenta-
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By RAFIAH DAVIS
Hilltop Staff Writer
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Maya Washington, a junior at
Banneker High School, does not
know if she will make it from the
city limits of the District. Expressing her discontent with out-of-state
college fees for District residents,
her mother has informed her that
she will not pay. Yet, Washington
continues to work hard, holding on
to the hope that she will receive
enough scholarship money to
attend a school other than the University of the District of Columbia.
"UDC is the only place for us to
go that would be considered a state
school even though we're not a
state," Washington said. "I know I
don't want to go there. I want to get
out of D.C."
Washington plans to major in
political science, and wants to
attend school in North Carolina or
Pennsylvania.
Virginia Representative Thomas
M. Davis III, has designed a tuition
bill for District students that are in
situations similar to Washington.
The tuition bill would allow any
student that graduated from high
school in the District to attend any
public university in the county paying only in-state tuition rates.
In an interview with the Washington Post, Davis said, "For D.C.
students who study hard and work
hard and find out-of-state universities out of financial reach, this
helps." Davis called the bill a rung
on the ladder of opportunity, and
added "We have a good chance of
moving this through quickly."
At the University of Maryland,
in-state residents pay $4,699 for
tuition. Out-of-state residents are
required to pay $11,221.
District students are considered
out-of-state students. Under the
bill proposed by Davis, the federal government would pay the difference between the two rates, so
the universities will not suffer.
Chairman of the Advisory
Neighborhood Commission 1B,
Nik Eames, feels the initiative pro-

posed by Davis is a plan that is long
overdue for District public schools.

Three ANC Commissioners
Audited for Missing Funds
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Read a storv in todav·s newspaper?
Tell us what vou think.
Write us at
thehilltop@hotmail.com
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Linda Arthur, manager of
Fado, the Irish pub.

•we have overwme &egregation al the \undl wunte11, and we have
overt.Orne "gregation in lran&portation, "9regation in edUtalion, and
in athleli,&, bu! 'fie have not overt.Orne "9regation of the vote, 'fihi,h
,tand& al the ba&i& of all integration into our &Ocie~. 'l'he door has
bun d0&ed and ii 'Iii\\ not be open untn 'fie levd the pla1ing fidd of
voling right,:
C.harlu ~errod
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By JAMYE E. SPILLER
Hilltop Staff Writer

''We've had something
going on every night.
Business is great. We've
seen nothing but an
increase in new faces,''
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~
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THE CITY

of other small businesses are
expected in the area soon, according to Lipscomb. Businesses like
the Capital-Q Texan B.B.Q., a rib
chuck wagon just down the street
and around the corner from the
MCI center. Nick Fontana, owner
of the beef slinging western restaurant takes an order of a shreddedrib sandwich with spicy barbecue
sauce. It's lunch time and this is
Fontana's busiest part of the day.
"The more they do over there (the
MCI Arena), the better things are
for everybody," said Fontana. His
only suggestion is that developers
bring in more residential housing to
create "more action at night."
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Citing the continuing financial
crisis at the Georgetown Medical
Center, Moody's Investor Services
has downgraded the university's
long-term debt rating one notch,
from A 1 to A2. The reduction,
which was announced Dec. 30,
reflected concerns over the continued operating pressures faced by
the Medical Center and the accompanying low profits.
The reduction also indicated a
sense of investor pessimism in the
university's ability to solve the
Medical Center's financial difficulties, especially in light of a $62million loss in fiscal year 1998 and
a $57-million loss in 1997, as well
as the fear that the Medical Center's
plight will hurt the university's
overall financial position.
The university's credit rating measures its likelihood of repaying outstanding debts. A lower credit rating makes it more difficult for the

university to issue bonds, and to
raise funds thereby.
According to a Moody's press
release, "As long as the university
remains an owner of an independent medical center in the District
of Columbia, its operating performance will be weak and asset
growth impaired."
However, according to spokesman
Paul Donovan. the Medical Center
had reduced costs by $20 million
since fiscal year 1997 but, because
it switched over to a new billing
system, the Medical Center's
deficit increased by $21.6 million.
"Whenever you change a billing
system, you inevitably run into
trouble," he said.
While Moody's, a New Yorkbased company that tracks the
financial outlooks of companies
and institutions in a variety of sectors, was critical of the university's
inability to solve the Medical Center situation, it did offer a number
of positive co1nments on the
university's overall financial position. According to the report,

Georgetown's high popularity
among
college
applicants,
increased returns on the university's investments and its aggressive
fundraising efforts are helping to
shore up the volatility caused by the
Medical Center's losses.
According
to
university
spokesman Dan Wackerman, these
increased returns and fundraising
have "kept our overall assets from
declining despite the Medical Center's losses. .. . Fund raising has
been up both at the Medical Center and in the university as a
whole."
The report did, however, raise
some concern over the university's
major projects in the near term.
"Because it is unlikely that asset
growth will fully offset these
increased debt levels," the report
says, "the university's leverage
position is likely to be further
weakened over the medium term."
The university has considered a
number of solutions to the Medical
Center's financial situation, including a partnership with another local

health-care, provider in order to
shore up the instability brought on
by changes in the health care industry.
According to Donovan, "We
expected this. Like nearly all academic medical centers, Georgetown has been adopting to a dramatically changing health care
environment, but its fundamentals
remain strong."
Many schools of competitive
ranking have higher long-term debt
ratings than Georgetown, including
the University of Pennsylvania at
Aa2, Duke University at Aal, and
the University of Notre Dame at
Aaa, according to Moody's.
W.oody's ranking system runs Aaa,
Aal, Aa2, Aa3, Al, A2, Baa, etc.
through C, from best to worst.
The University of Pennsylvania
ranks three levels above Georgetown, counting both letters and
numbers; Duke University ranks
four levels higher than Georgetown,
and the University of Notre Dame
five levels higher than Georgetown.
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, The Feud
and The Reconciliation

r this, the dawn of the University-wide on the battle waged against him and his administrae!ection season, we find it necessary to tion.
However, one thing is clear: The fighting has
draw ahention to the feud brewing on The
Hill!Simply j)Ut, it is a'feud between the student rep- served no purpose other than to splinter student leadres~tatives to the Board ofTrustees, Jonathan Hutto ership right through its core. While petty, small-time
and ~andy Short, and Howard University Student bickering consumes student leadership, the AdminAss8ciation President Neville Welch. It is a feud istration has swiftly raised tuition, without a peep
moi l unfortunate; one in which accusations, charges from the belt of our elected leade~. While candidates
an°ipolitical posturing have filled the air, all with lit- for university-wide office sling accusations at their
tle or no profit, if only to gain a General Assembly prospective opponents and their teams, the Administration has increased the cost of meal plans. While
quorum-finally.
Welch's HUSA administration has - -- - -- - - - -- - the so-called le!lders in the tight
been accused of failing to ade- The attacks, regardless of clique of Office of Student
quately champion the most critical who hurls them, serve no Activities proteges run around
issues facing Howard students. In positive purpose. Let the planning frivolous activities,
recent weeks, he has been harshly real leaders stand who can such as the Bison Ball, real,
criticized for failing to attend several unite, reconcile and move · tangible issues are being swept
meetings-at one, for the Tuition on with the business that beneath our feet. We, the stuhave been divided. We,
Rates Review Committee, that body
we, the students, elected dents,
the students. have been convoted to recommend that the Board _____
y_o_u_to_d_o_.___ _ quered.
of Trustees increase tuition by as
Have we no conscious?
much as 3 percent. Critics, including Hutto and
It is our right to question our leaders. It is our right
Short, have charged that Welch's administration has to rebuke-with justification. It is our right to incite
been too silent on other issues, such as proposed revi- protest- if only to evoke real, positive change. While
sions to the Student Code of Conduct-the contro- we fundamentally agree with what fueled last week's
versial document that, if passed by the Board of General Assembly meetingpCQtest, we cannot, in good
Trustees. would have sliced students' rights. And conscience, condone the series of ugly, personal attacks
leaders of several student organizations have com- that ha~been waged at President Welch, his adminplained that halfway into the semester, they've yet • istrntiol\. or Trustees Hutto and Short. The attacks,
to receive funds they're due from HUSA to run their regardless of who hurls them. serve no positive purpose.
programs.
Let the real leaders stand who can unite, reconcile and
Welch, perhaps flushep 'with guilt, or maybe for rea- move on with the business that we, the students, electsons w.e don't yet know, has not sternly commented ed you to do.
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After reading the article about the chaos
at the General Assembly meeting [The Hill,
top, Jan. 22), I was disgusted. It seems that
fylr. Hutto and Mr. Short have a personal
·U
grievance with Mr. Welch. Their job is not
-0
to wage childish wars, but to represent the
-J
student body and deal with the issues we
Ju!
face. Rather than cause disruption at meet,ings,
why don't they get together with Mr.
he Office of the Provost- in consultation
In the 1960s, students struggled and won the right
with the Office of General Counsel- is , to sit as voting members on Faculty and Universi- Welch and try to solve our problems. High
making a move that could potentially set ty-wide committees, including the Board of school leaders know this, so why don't our
back students' rights by 30 years. A draft of the pro- Trustees. It's very disheartening that these so called Howard student leaders know basic leaderpoYed Uµiversity Core Bylaws was sent to the Fae- "activists". now our administration, would serve us ship skills? Let's stop acting like babies in
ultY. Senate artd all schools and colleges for review a slap in the face, by attempting to deny us, the very wet diapers and act like positive Black leadan8'comment.
rights that they worked so hard to obtain.
ers. After all, that's your job.
The purpose of the Core Bylaws is to assure that
These committees serve an important function in
thtrVhiversity's schools and col- ____________ the Howard community, and need
Wayne A. Archibald,
lejt!'s operate according to a com- Our administration would student voices. There are matters of
Senior information systems major
miq set ofrules that are consistent ser ve us a slap
. in the face curriculum, educational programs,
wiif ~e Unive~ity Bylaws. The by a.ttempting to deny us and'lualityofstudentlifeissuesthat
prsy1s1on that 1s a par11cularl.Y the very rights that we are discussed on these. comm111ees.
To the Editor:
thtfl,atenmg to the student body 1s
k d; h d
The purpose of havmg students
As an alumna who take great pride in the
fol!J!,d in Article V, Section V of the
wor e so. ar
serve on these committees is to
CO[f! Bylaws·s draft, which states:
to obtain.
insure that the immediate interest of traditions of Howard University, I was quite
"The Supplemental Bylaws of the
the student body is not overlooked delighted to S!!e the cover page of the Jan.
22 edition of The Hilltop. The idea to reprint
CoJ!ege or School may provide for the participation or forgotten when the final decisions are made.
of students or student representatives at Faculty
As stated by President Emeritus, James Cheek, the first edition was brilliant.
Meetings, pro~ided that students shall not be afford- thirty years ago "prior structures and forms which
ed a right to \'Ole at such meetings."
evolved over the years to govern American instiMs. Aaro J. Bell,
Thanks, but that is simply not good enough. Should tutions of higher learning are no longer appropriAssistant vice president for financial manwe shout for joy, because we are allowed to sit on ate. The University is a community, in order to pro- agement
these committees, but not have the right to vote on tect this concept all aspects of the community
them? What purpose or good would that do anyone? must be active participants in the decision making
Now it is apparent how DC feels, not having ade- apparatus of the institution," yes that includes stuquate representation in Congress.
·
dents too!
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o, the shelves at Howard's
That's a shame.
bookstore aren't quite as bare as the cupEven the most charitable among us would have to
board'ofold Mother Hubagree that the bookstore's shortages
bard's. But it sure seems to come
are inexcusable given that it has a
close. Faced with a bookstore
considerable head-start to prepare
bereft of the books they need for
S. l
for the surge of purchases accompastudy, (professors wait for no one)
imp Y put,
nying every new semester.
students find themselves desper- WE NEED BOOKS!
If only our bookstore were managed
ately turning to on-line bookmore like a business, and less like,
sellers, other universities, even - - - - - -- - - - - well, Howard University-we could
each other-just in order to keep up with the course turn the page on this unfortunate chapter of univerreadiog.
sity services.
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FOR THE RECORD, an article that
appeared in the Jan. 22 edition of The Hilltop incorrectly reported that Rev. Jeremiah
Wright of the Trinity United G:hurch of
Chicago, spoke in Rankin Chapel on Jan.
17, and was the founder of the Howard
Gospel Choir. Rev. Wright spoke at Cramtoo Auditorium, and served as a spiritual
adviser to the choir.

FOR THE RECORD, in an article that
appeared in the Jan. 22 edition of The Hilltop, HUSA President Neville Welch said
that 6 percent of last year's tuition went to
student scholarships and grants. According
to Aaro J. Bell, assistant vice president for
financial management, the figure is more
than 20 percent.
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kay. So part of the idea
was that the top IO percent of the black population, or the "talented tenth," as W.
E. B. DuBois coined it, would
attain enough financial success to
lift the rest of the black masses
allowing us to share that slice of
the American pie. Sounds good in
theory, right? Well, the sad fact is
the smaU, but growing number of
African Americans who are
becoming members of the "black
middle class" seem to forget about
the masses once they attain their
own personal success.
The question·boiJs down to: Does
the commonality of our skin color
as blacks obligate us to help those
who may not be as financially
secure or stable as we might be?
Well, I guess that it's easy for
sotneone without a whole lot of
money to answer that question
with a definite "yes." However,
many successful African Americans seem to think that once they
make it to the top, they did it all by
themselves and are not required to
ever look back. Some (i.e.
Clarence Thomas) even go as far
as to demean the people and the
places that they are the products of.

z:
Pv BL-IC, Ar-Jo p RI VAT£
MORAL..$

Absolutely absurd! The rariry that
someone returns to the old 'hood'
to play basketball with the neighborhood kids or tutor young adults
who suffer with illiteracy is pathetic to say the least.
How many of us are really going
to return to our old commui.ities
after we earn that Howard degree?
Will our success cause us to forget
about those who were not able to
break away from the situations
that we were able to surpass? And
for those of us who come from bet•
ter backgrounds, will we make it
a point to set aside a few of our
weekends to help those who live in
the neighborhoods that seemed so
far from us when we were growing up? If the answer is anything
less than "absolutely" then we represent the attitudes of the vast
majority of the black American
population.
More positive attitudes towards
the less fortunate need to start
right here, at this moment. Let
January 29, I 999 be a new era for
us all. Let's not allow the beaut)'
of our small campus to blind us
from the bigger picture - what's
outside. There are so many things
that we can do to uplift our broth-

ers and sisters who don't have it as
good as we do. No matter how
poor you think you are, remember
that there is always someone who
is less fortunate.
We. as Howard students always
have so many complaints, whether
it be about an inadequate administration, a raise in tuition or the
cafeteria food. Some of these complaints may be warranted, but if we
all just took a moment to stop and
think we would realize how silly
we sound. While some of us are
complaining about bow nasty the
cafeteria food is there are children
right across the street, literally.
who don't have a plate to eat on;
nevertheless, food to put on it.
Though this may sound lilce a si
uation typical of a third worl
country or a Sally Struthers com1liH
mercial, it is really happening, ~ •!ft
it's ridiculous that something isn bnr,
being done about it. We. as agen,~.t ~
eration. can turn the idea of the
"talented tenth" into the "talented :n
half' if we all just lend each other ;"'
a helping hand.
~IJ
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Asha Moses is a junior politica/,'.Jcf
science major.
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LESLIE l\,IEYERS

A Matter of
::,-Public vs. Private Morality
/

T 1,,
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he interplay of sex, power, an<klai ~ , nocence, ~~ 11.14\_ll,if~ ill.!.1!:!t.-(l!(!C
and morality has revealed 100 late si$. o say. "Soiiil3CU ,U&fn~tllro>alue c'IU,
that fundamental fallacies I misled you, and I didn't mean it. unobtrusive position on the issue
aremherent m ilie body-polillcs of Forgive me lor behaving 1he way I led its desccnl into moral relacontemporane~\f$aO'JlidfAIJllJ?Jened while in hSlate of tivism. Although legalmidil~-Pf(}-1
usually started out as a consensu- amnesia." The accused 'politico fessors spoke of their analyses of a
al, secret extramarital affair has then claims his indiscretions are moral crisis in the constitutional
developed into a constitutional cri- "private business." and points to arena, others have offered no defsis which threatened the presiden- the economic barometer in his inite position in this debate. As
cy as an elected institution. The defense. We are living in prosper- Shakespeare said: "Nothing is
fray between the President and the ity and enjoy primacy of power good or bad, but thinking makes it
Congress has degenerated into a over other nations.
so."
political charade, divening the
Here is the scenario of a sueWhat is the magnitude of the
public from the real cause of the cessful repent story: Believe me! moral crisis and what is the threshcrisis. In an attempt to ascertain You are in a win-win situation. old of tolerance? Nobody seems to
veracity, there is a sudden push for Your interest rates are low, your know the exact answer. Between
atonement in a distrusted political mortgage is paid, your chi ldren the lawyers and politicians. sexual
environment.
are on financial aid, be happy your relationships have been redefined.
Many politicians have been re- morality is dead. For all my trou- This unsettling euphemism and
elected under the banner of atone- bles, the lawyers are well fed. As hair-splitting semantics seem to
ment. They line up in a confession your elected official. I am proud obfuscate the legal, religious and
parade seeking repentance and that my middle name is efficiency ethical values which are inherited
redemption on public television. regardless of my morality.
from generation 10 generation. ln
not in the privacy of houses of
And the president's defenders normal circumstances, the way to
worship. Whether the politician is explain everything: Give him a accept or reject intentions or action
telling the truth is of secondary sig- break! Give him some credit for his is to judge them against common
nificance and subject 10 what the efficient performance. In a world ethical or moral standards. Nowaweekly public opinion polls say. A governed by moral ambivalence. 'days, it seems that the pursuit of
new pa11ern has been established. the new adage is "There you go relative morality has reached the
First, denial of the truth. then again." Don't ask, don't tell.
111h degree and we are sucked into
explanation of the denial, ending
Academic has its share of blame. a black hole.
with denial of the explanation. In The reclusive academian seems to
the era of sow1d bytes and instant have lost its sense of moral authorreplay, don't be eager to look ilies and touch with reality. Its
Ahmed A. Moen is an Associate
telegenic: The sound byte and numbness, on one hand, and its Professor in the College of Pharinstant replay will haunt you later. ambivalence on the other, are maci Nursing and Allied Health
After all the theatrical pretense indicative of its· dormancy and Sciences.
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Farewell to an
African-American
!l~:!'iHero
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ocf'h'/il; gl-'anted riih this
opportunity 10 communicate with you. As such is
the case, I would like to express my
deepest regret and sorrow over the
Dec. 15. 1998 passing of Judge A.
Leon Higginbotham. Jr.. an
African-American hero.
As an African-American citizen
who has benefited from the legacy
of Judge Higgi nbotham ·s legal
career. I feel obligated to inform
those who are unfamiliar with his
contributions about how terrible a
loss it is for the students at Howard
University, and this nation.
A glimpse of his greatness may
be perceived as pieces of his career
unfolded. Judge Higginbotham's
legal career began in Philadelphia.
where he served as assistant district attorney. Shortly thereafter,
be practiced law with a local firm.
Judge Higginbotham subsequently became deputy altorney general of Pennsylvania. ln 1962, President John F. Kennedy recognized
his legal scholarship and appointed Higginbotham to the Federal
Trade Commission. Higginbotham then became the first and

G

"

youngest appointee 10 that commission.
After serving a 13-year judgeship
in the United States District Court
for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. Higginbocham again
received a presidential nomination. In 1977, President Jimmy
Carter appointed Higginbotham
Judge of the United States Third
Circuit Cou rt of Appeals . He
stayed on the bench for 16 years,
retiring in 1993. But he continued
his legal activism. penning numerous articles and authoring two
books.
Many of you will recall Judge
Higginbotham ·s open letter pub•
lished in the Na1io11al Law Jou ma/
in June of 1995. rn it Higginbotham lambasted. then. Speaker of the
House of Representatives. Newt
Gingrich, concerning tht> infamous
"Contract With America:· He
wrote: "The weak and the poor w1U
not long tolerate programs that give
persons earning $200,000 a year
tax breaks, while school lunches,
food stamps, and other programs
for the needy are cut back with
block grants that have tens of bil-
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lions of dollars in cuts."
However, for all his many years of
ac ti vism. Hi gginbotham never
seemed to tire 1)1UCh. He publicly
voiced opposition with Clarence
Thomas's voting record on the
Supreme Court. ln 1996, he coauthored with Rep. Cleo fields (DLA.), 'Toe Supreme Court's Rejection of Pluralism." It was here that
he wrote, reasonably incensed over
the High Court's string of d ~
sions barring race-based cong~sional districts. that "the Suprelll!)
Court dealt African Americans,a,,,1
blow almost as cruel as when jt, ,q
i~ ued_the "separate but equal" d~11.,
tnne m Plessy v. Ferguson I lll b
years ago.
,
1
I will always remember Judge;
11
Higginbotham as the hero that qe'~
1
was. Truly. a man of divine ance?3
try endowed with great coura~,rn
and strength. always reminded thlfJ•w
nation of its duty 10 protect 11{1?1'1
rights of every citizen deserves ou'P 111
thanks. He was a man celebratc!ll"il
for his bold exploits and favored I!}'>')
God.
•r1 r-·
I bid him farewell. May God b!e!!P')
and keep him.
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ast Friday, while sitting in
Howard University Hospital, still elated over the
birth of my son, Jonathan Wesley
Hutto, Jr.. I came across a perspective on this very page entitled
' "The Politics of Reactionism. The
HypQCrisy that Fuels It." by Roderick Thompson. As stated by Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.: "Seldom
do I pause to respon'd to criticism
of my work and ideas. If I sought
to respond to all the criticisms that
came across me, I would have little time for anything other than
such correspondence in the course
of the day, and I would have no
time for constructive work." But
since I feel that the criticism
comes from those who sincerely
work for the common good of the
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A Letter from Howard University Hospital
student body. I want to try to
respond to the criticism in what I
hope will lead to some constructive dialogue.
Those rejecting the methods used
to express concerns at last week's
General Assembly meeting did not
address the reasons precipitating
the activism. The General Assem- ·
bly's reaching of a quorum for the
first time this year means that our
student governm!!nl has been dysfunctional all year, and pucs it in
breach of its charges in the HBook. It is unfortunate that our
student leaders are not dealing with
underlying causes but focusing
solely on the bottom line.
During my tenure as HUSA president and undergraduate trustee,
f've tried to offer leadership to our

student body. nation, and the world.
In the words of Rev. Jesse L. Jackson, Sr., "If, in my little moments.
in word, deed, or aptitude, I've
caused anyone discomfort, created
pain, or revived some fears, that
was not my truest self." Please forgive me and charge it to my bead
but never to my heart. I am not a
perfect servant; I am a public servant. The students do not ask for
perfect service, they ask for public
service.
We do not all need to use the
same methods to accomplish our
goals. I choo.se the method of constructive dialogue, tension, and
protest. Dr. King used constructive
tension and protest to force landmark legislation in the form of the
Civil Rights Act and the Voting

Rights Bill. Students on our cam- Office of the Provost in consultapus used constructive tension and tion with the Office of the Generprotest to bring about Black, Stud- al Counsel, would disallow stuies programs, the abolition of dents from voting at faculty
mandatory ROTC, and the right 1meetings of the schools and colthat all students have to sit, act, and leges, se11fog us back thirty years.
vote on all University-wide com- Additionally, a revision of the promittees and faculty committees, posed student code of conduct is
including the Board of Trustees. underway, though the procedure
These rights did not come about bringing it about did not adhere to
from satisfaction with the status Board policy as outlined in the Hquo. If Howard students always book. The university is currently
accepted the ideology of respecting going lhrough the accreditation
the rules and regulations set forth process and student input is desby established order, we would still perately needed. Lastly, our tuition
be on the plantation.
was increased again, though stuUnrest in the student body exists dents have contributed 4.3 million
because leadership has not dealt dollars to the endowment through
with the pressing issues concern- the Independence Initiative.
ing them. In its present form, the
We as students must realize that
Draft Core bylaws proposed by the we do not have to be uniform to be

unified. Unity is desperately needed if we are going to overcome the
challenges and obstacles we face.
What happened at the General
Assembly meeting was not an
attack but a challenge to all of us
to remember whom we serve and
why we serve them.
·
In response to my character, I
only say that if my leadership has · d
offered some service. shed some n ~
light. healed some wounds, rekin• ''1 ·'
died some hope, or stirred some
student from apathy and indiffer- ,m,
ence, then my service has not been ""'
in vain.
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Jo11atha11 Hullo is a senior po/it- 'JG~
ical science major and the Under•
graduate Trustee.
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An Interview with
a Single Woman
BY ARRELLE

WATTS.
WASHINGTON.
HARLEM.
DETROIT.

D. ANDERSON

NEWARK.
, ' Where's your boyfriend? ...Where
is your man taking you
tonight? .. .J know you're not sin gle ... You're too picky ... Why are you
single?" These are the many questions
and comments I hear during my daily
journey through life. Whether I am
looking good or bad, I consistently
hear comments about the status of my
love life. For the final time, I'm going
to answer all those questions that you
dared to ask. Hopefully, this will shed
some light on the life of a single
Howard woman.

HAINED

Is it ordinary to be single?
I believe being single is not odd.
However, when I say that I' m single,
people look at me like I'm crazy. They
claim that I'm too pretty or that I have
a lot to offer a man. However, it's really deeper than that. I used 10 think that
I was single by choice, but now I realize I'm single by circumstance. I have
goals that I must reach by a certain
point in my life. If I meet a young man
who isn't motivated or supportive of
me, I move on. We can converse, hang
out, but as far as checking for him at
the altar, I'll pass.

How does it/eel to be single?
I mus t admit, there arc many
evenings I want 10 cuddle with someone. There are also mornings when I
want to kiss my man with my morn•
ing breath. That's se~y. Then, there
are days I enjoy laying alone in my
twin bed meditating.

As a single woman, what obstacles
did you have 10 Ol'ercome?

M IAM I.
These cities were set aglow as thick p lumes of black smoke billowed upwa rds toward the roug,•d sk);
Each city is a milestone in the lengthy war of' race relations.
liul a fter the flames of' rebellion were squclchl-d, th e sight of ruinous comm unities and charred
rubble left the nation wondering. lhn·c we lost our will to become aclh'ists'? l s the "rcrnlution"
really, finally O\'er'!
The answer, which comes in lhc form of fallen leaders, rl·l·enl student p rotests and politkally,-imprisoned activists, is a sharp ;1nd stunninR. ·•no."
Political prisoners remain in the belly of the beast, and some say the rcrnlution is not ) 'Cl o\'cr.
1bday, political acth·ists and rernlution a ries Assata Shakm~ i\lumia Ahu-.Jamal, Za)d ;\lal ik
Shakur, Sckou Odinga mul many more are targeted hy Counte ri ntell igence as threats to society, resulting in imprisonment based on their ideologies and acth·ism.
" I' m all about freedom. Being a Black man ,·ou a ulomatkall)· get caught up h)' the hands of
racism. l\l11111ia Ahu-.Jamal dcscr\'cs to he free, the brother was just a t the \\Tong place at the
wronA time. Ifs a f.'OllSJ>iracy," said Gary Steele, a senior journalisn1 nmjor.
A former Ulack Panther mcmhcr, i\lumia Ahu-.Janml was a young and esteemed j ournalist :11
the time he was frnmed for the 1981 slay ing of' a Philadelph ia police o niccr. Sentenced to Death
Ro\\, Mumia went 111> for appeal in O ctober, and was d enied. It is though t hy nrnny Ihat his shth
amendment rights have been \'iolated. Th ough thousa nds of acth-isls n at ionwide ha\'C fought lo
sec Mumia rcceh·e a foi r trial, the Un ill'd States and Pcnns,·lvania's Gover nor Thomas Ridge,
along with the Fraternal O rder of Police, arc content in their efforts to sec another posith·e Bh1ck
man dead.
M umia is not a lone in his fight for liberation. Recently, Congress passed legislation to use O\'Cr a million dollars In capture rcrnlutionary Assata Shakur
in o rder to extradite her hack to the U.S., where s he 11ill finish h er life sen tence. In 1979, Slmkur escaped from prison and fled to Cuba for pnlitical as)··
111111, denying :my inrnl\'cmcnl in the slaying of a New .Jersey State 'troop er.
" I am outraged that the gowrnment is holding a grudge against Assata. They
BY BRIIHDI FORTE
arc trying to enact policies that arc unjustifiable," said senior broad cast journalism major Cynara Robinson.
These political prisoners hcgan their 11uest to sec that people of color were
treated fai r!)· wh en they were in their twcnlil•s. During the 1960s mid 1970s ii
was student protest on college campuses and in the Black comm unit)' that ~pun
re\'olution. Wh ether it was the Stu dent Non-Violent Coordinating Committee
nr the lllack Panther Party, young people saw to it that thei r ,·nice,; were heard.
Nwaji .Jib unoh belie\'Cs Ihat in order to sec clmstic ch:111:::es for hlack people,

~"rc\'olution is necessary."
"The way I sec life, is that if things keep going this way, I don' t foresee anything 1>osili\'C f'uturis tica lly. One s hould not expect succcs., if' people
remain apathetic," said .Jibunoh.
Is rcrnlution necessary?
"Yes, it is ncccssar)' because t he system atic American imperialism keeps people down ...[Y]oung people ha\'c forgotten t he str uggle, and the efforts
needed for a i;:lobal rc\'olution," said Robinson.
Elmer Geronimo Pratt, a former Black Panther Party member, was acquitted after he served 2-' years in prison for th e 1973 slaying of a white
woman. 'faking into consideration that Pratt was aided by counsel Johnny Cochran, it is e\'idcnt that ccnnomics speaks louder than the truth in the
cases of' the innocent.
·
· .' . .
As Mumia Abu-Jamal awaits freedom after 17 years on Death lfo11, he still writes, thinks. a nd cries libemtion, hut al .i4 years old thishlack '1~1an
1113}' die in min because of his Ecclesiastes-like words of wisdom.
''Ain' t this [death row) a great place to find inspiration for writing? It's a man-nmdc h ell, a d 1urning, roiling madhouse nmnuf:lcturcd to push pl~l·
plc to the hrink. It ain't hip, y'all. Bui it's real. As real as death," said Abu-J a mal in an inten·iew with The Source magazine.

First, I had to overcome feeling like
an outcast. Then when I evaluated my
surrou nd ings, I realized that on
Howard's campus, the guys don't feel
obligated 10 approach who tlley want.
They probably feel the girls wilJ come
to them. I talked to some men I was
attracted to. Usually, I came off as
intimidating or maybe too aggressive.
I a.lso took a good look at my friends
who were in relationships. Some are
happy and comfortable, while others
have unnecessary s tress. They sacrifice valuable things; some are mentally abused, e motionally distraught, or
just friendless-restricted by love.
Lastly, I stopped dealing with men
who were spoken for. I must admit, at
one point I targeted men who had girls
just so I could have temporary satisfaction. Then that became frustrating.
my self-esteem declined, and I wasn't
treated like I deserved. I was tired of
just cllilling within the four walls of the BY YEM) FALADE
Towers and having selective conversa- Hilltop Staff Writer
tions when his gi1l was around. I
descn'Cd more; so, to me, approaching CAUCASIA
men with women is "played out."
by Danzy Senna
Do you have a11y single female Paperback.413 pages ($12.95)
frie11ds? How do they feel?
Riverhead Books, 1998
Of course. My single Female friends
and I converse all the time. We talk
about our life and how we are abstain- The "tragic mul atto·• has been a
ing from sex. We often talk about our staple in the minds of Americans
goals and the benefits of being single. since the film Birth of a Nation.
We hang out and do single girl things. That was a key reason why I was
Laughter is relaxing for us, too. One of apprehensive about reading a book
my female friends said her past rela- about a mixed child. Surprisingly.
tionship cause her a great deal of frus- new comer Danzy Se1_1na 's Ca11•
tration. She said her next relationship casiu brings a new perspective to
will make her hostile. We figure we'd the plight of those children who
rather be alone and happy than with walk in both racial worlds.
Birdie, the book's narrator, is not
someone and miserable.
your
tradit ional tragic mulatio.
What are some characteristics of
Birdie
and her older sister, Cole,
your "ideal" man?
are
the
product of the rocky union
My ideal man has to be like my
of
a
pro-Black
activis t and a white
'father. He has to be a family man,
liberal
sympathizer.
Unlike the
,vho is spiri111al, not religious. Many
biracial
child
of
yesteryear,
Birdie
people claim I am "picky;· but I want
wants
to
be
seen
as
Black.
She
s' omeone compatible. I have seen a
scoffs
at
white
people's
approval.
variety of handsome, intelligent, motivated men on Howard's campus. so I Instead. she yearns for acceptance
by her father. Birdie's dilemma
)<now my ideal man is out there.
1 Any last commems?
stems from a white exterior and a
OveraJJ, the single life is cool and Black interior. While her older sisbomfortable. Everything happens for a ter inher ited her father's dark
7eason. Therefore, until I meet my kinky hair, Danzy was burdened
piate, I will continue making moves with her mother's white face.
rnd adding quality to my style as an The 1960s setting of the book
serves to make the story more
1nctependent woman. I have been doing intriguing. While most children of
,well for the past four years. I have faith
as small as a mustard seed and that color arc struggling to gain
faith gives me strength and motivates entrance into "better" wh ite
Inc to excel as a beautiful Black queen. schools a nd universities, Birdie
just wants to be acknowledged in
Nothing more, nothing less.
a school tilled with her Black people.
All the while, Birdie e nvies
, Arre/le Anderson is a senior adver•
her
older
sister. who shares none of
(isi11g majorf,-0111 Jersey Ciry. N.J.
her physical characteristics. Cole's
hair is curly, her s kin a deep
caramel lone, while Birdie's hair
hangs straight and her skin is the

The 'Iragic Mulatto
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color of a "a little Sicilian's.'' Cole's tan skin
and full lips paired with
her curly hair and round
nose guarantee her
adm ission into the
Black world. At a young
age, Birdie realizes that
her father loves Cole
and m erely accepts
Birdie.
"Cole was his proof
that he indeed survived
the integratio nalist
struggle. Her existence
told him that he hadn't
wandered quite and that
his body still held the
power to leave its

On 'Delta,'Its No, No, No
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mark."
With Senn a's gifted
writing as a guide, the
reader trave ls with
Birdie on a voyage into
., ..,..,,
woman hood a nd self
acceptance. Like millions of litt le sisters,
Birdie envies her big
sister. Besides the conventional
reasons, she yearns 10 have the
ability to captivate her father like
Cole can .
With the use of a pen, Senna
paints a life-like portrait of biracial
young women. Her voice is crisp.
You can imagine being a young girl
with a white mother attacking your
coarse hair with a Goody brush.
Cole fights a never ending battle of
trying to be Black. After schoolyard ridicule and taunts for having
ashy skin, Cole makes ii her duty
to "Blacken" Birdie and herself.
She turns being Black into a scie nce. She studies Black people
with the same dedication that she
puts into her school work. Birdie
follows her sister's example as an
act of desperation. Practicing saying the word "nigga" to her mirror

becomes a nightly routine for
Birdie. "I knew I had 10 make more
of an effort to blend in or I would
loose Cole for good," says Birdie.
Despite Birdie's anempts, Cole
eventually separates from her sister's world. At first, Cole uses her
triumph of being seen as Black to
pu II Birdie into her world. Soon,
Cole develops friendships that
exclude Birdie. ln a twisted trail of
events, the relationship between
Birdie and Cole is cm off. Hearts
are broken and identities betrayed,
leaving o ne sister in search of her
Blackness.
In a world where you must
choose Black, white, or other when
you apply for a driver's license,
Senna beautifully forces us to reexamine our obsession with proving
o ur identi ty. In Senna's world,
nothing is merely Black or while.

BY YEMI FA.LADE

Hilltop Staff Writer

Artists: The Roots, Chaka Khan,
Me'Shell N'Degeocello, Sounds of
Blackness, Janet Jackson, D' Angelo, Stevie Wonder, and others
Album: Down In The Della Sound
Track
Hilltop View: Not Validated
Maya Angelou's poetry warms
the heart of Oprah Winfrey and
inspires Fiona Apple to live despite
adversity. For some reason, it has
always moved me to thoughts of
slumber. Undcrstaudabl)\ l was hesitant to hear the sound track of one
of her latest endeavors. But after
looking at tl1e album cover, my hesitation temporarily subsided. Cbaka
Khan, The Roots, D' A ngelo,
Me'Shell N'Degcocello and Stevie
Wonder-five of the staples of any
genuine music lover's CD collcc•
tion-all contributed 10 the album.
The Down i11 the Delta sound
track reminds me of the movie-it
leaves much to be desired. The producers of the sound track followed
the movie prod ucers' formula.
Load tl1e sound track with big name
artists and maybe it will be a success . One key po int was overlooked: beautiful voices and powerful ac(ing cannot carry a bad song
or a bad movie. Yo11 a lso need
catchy lyrics and a good script.
D' Angelo teases us with his
seductive soul voice. but his talent
was wasted on this project, as were
the talents of other artists. Hip-hop
icons 111e Roots were poorly paired
with Jazzyfatnastees. This is yet
another example that the background of a song cannot carry the
whole song. Such voices arc nice 10
hear in free-style ciphers, but they
arc 1101 polished enough 10 hear in

your CD player. l was disappoint•
ed that The Roots would take part
in a project that lacked creative
e nergy.
However, "Heaven Must Be Like
This" is gospel music at its finest.
If Rank.in chapel played this song
on Sundays there would be stand-'
ing room only at services. It makes
you hope heaven is as enticing as
D' Angelo's voice.
'
Me' Shell N' Degcocello blesses '
us with her song writing skills and
halting voice on this sound track.
She teamed up with Kcb· Mo l.11
"My Soul Don't Dream," a song
that.merges Negro spiritual, blues •
and hip hop.
When musical geniuses arc used
to promote mediocrity, it is evi~
dctll that the musical world is los_ing its grip. It pained me 10 liste
to the legendary Stevie Wonder
loan his voice-and probably
soul-to a poorly written song. ' 111
Ever" seemed 10 be penned by,
someone who doesn't even have'
enough zeal to write a nursery
rhyme, much less a song for Virgin Records.
One reason I was glad tha t I !is•
tened 10 this lyr ica lly tragic1
sound track was Tracie Spencer. 1
Remember the girl who sang!
Tender Kisses back when you
were in high school? She's back:
with a mature voice and beautiful '
lyrics. Spencer's song, "The l
Rain" reminisces regretfully on a
lost love. Hearing it will make
you a fan.
So, yes. this sound track does have
a few quality tracks. However, for
the most part, this album represents a work that was shabbily'
inspired by a grossly over-estimated and poorly put together movie. :
The only way to describe this work
is mediocre.
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!Vlaster P Practices With Charlotte
Hornets
Rapper/CEO Percy Miller a k a l\1:istcr P's
dream of playing in the NBA is finally looking
bright. The Charlotte Hornets invited the 6 foot
3 entrepreneur to a two week training camp,
alt hough he has not yet been guaranteed a
place on the team.
Master P. the second highest grossing artist of
I 998, accor ding to !\ITV, will play point guard.
" He's ha,inggood lnck over there:' Master P's
younger brother Silkk the Shocker told MTV.
"He's doing hi5 Uling. So I hope you might sec him
at one of these [games]. I mean. he"s good enough
to play on the team, so I hope that ~obody (just].
judges him for being a rapper. People should
judge him as a basketball p layer."
During an eight game stint with the CBA's Fort
Wayne F\1ry, Ma5ter P a\'eraged 1.9 point5 and
played less than IO minutes per game.

Bizzy Bone Assault lrial Underway
.I ury selection has started in the assault trial
of Byron i\lcCane, aka. Bizzy Bone, in Colomhus, Ohio. l\lcCanc is charged \\ith assault and
disorderly conduct for allegedly dragging a student barber down a flight of stairs. If convicted, McCane could face six months in prison
and a $ 1,000 line.
The defendant, ·1errance Harden, claims
McCane confronted him Sept. 16, 1998. H a rden says the rapper accused him of spreadin g
rumors about him. l\lcCane denies attacking
Harden, however, Nath a n A kamin e, the
Colombus Assistant District Atto rney, told
reporters Harden has "\'isible injuries.''
l\lcCane's lawyer told reporters Harden liled
charges to obtain money from the rapper.

Motown Suffers From Downsizing
R&B group Boyz II ,\ len has changed record
labels from Motown to Uniwrsal because of
downsizing by Universal Music Group.
More than 700 employees and ar tists will be
released by Unh·ersal Music group because of
Seagram Co.'s recent purchase of Polygram for
$10.4 billion last year. UMG has 14 labels,
including Interscope, A&l\l, Island, l\lercur)·,
MCA, Motown, Geffcn and Def Jam.
Motown's staff has been cut from 75 to 7 and
most of the musicians will be under Universal-closing down the legendary label.
\_ ,.

ODB Released Fron1 ·.Jail
After heing behind bars for a week, Russell
J ones, aka 01' Dirty Ba~ard. wa~ released from
jail Friday when he posted $ 150,000 bail.
Jones was arrested .Jan. 15 in Brooklyn. N. Y.
when the police pulled owr the rapper a nd his
cousin Frederic Cuffie for a traffic ,·iolation.
Police claim the rapper and his cousin fired
shots at them. No one was reported injured.
Jones was charged wiU1 the attempted murder
of a police ollicer in the first degree, attempted
murder in the second degree, and weapons possession. He pleaded not guilty to all charges.
Fellow member of the wu:nmg Clan, Method
Man, came to Jones' defense by blaming the
rapper's entourage.
" He has people that throw detours in front of
him," l\tethod told MTV. "[He'll be] goin' in the
right path, hut then there's just p eople who
jump inside his path and make him go down
this bumpy road. (It's like] the cloud with the
rain that follows him all O\'er the pince. There's
a lot of people around Dirty that get him into
cmp like that. He just needs to stick home, close
to family."

movies

This Movie's Not ~II That'
era! dilemmas including breaking free of his father's
influence, and living life for hi mself and not for others.
Laney (Rachel Le igh Cook) is the absolute opposite.
She is an outcast. Besides having a horrible fashion
Title: She's All That
sense, her friends are almost non-existent, and her social
Hilltop View: Purged
life is even less. She is an absolute news freak. CNN is
her channel of choice. Her spare time includes freIt seems as if everyone is trying to tap into the teenage quenting an art club, working at a Middle Eastern fasteconomy. Then television shows like Dawson's Creek,
food restaurant, and playing mom to her younger brothFelicit)i and Buffy The Vampire Slayer have become er played by Kieran Culken (yes, Macauley's little
overnight success stories on the Warner Brothers tele- brother.)
vision station. Gcn-X thrillers like Scream, I Know
When Zack gets dumped by his equally popular girlWhat You Did Last Summer, Cant Hardly Wait, and The friend for a Real World cast member, Zack's bes t friend
Faculty made millions in theaters.
Dean (Paul Walker of Varsity Blues) bets him to turn
Now add She's All That to the long list of teenie-bop- Laney into the prom Queen. Zack accepts the six-week Freddie Prinze Jr.. who L, known for his role / K11ow 1Vha1 lbu Did
last Summer, tnkes another role in Shes All That.
per movies. It's about Harrison High , a Los Angeles challenge. What seems even more amazing is the fact that •
90210-ish high school where the students drive fast cars, while Zack is working to raise Laney's social status, he
sport great bodies, wear designer clothes, and have big gradually forgets the bet and realizes that he has fallen
not Sa111rday Night Fever or Footloose.
egos. Drinking and sleeping around are everyday occurUsher and Lil' Kim were cast in the movie, but had
in love with her. What follows is the played out transrences.
minor roles. Their names were just used to attract
formation of the ugly duckling into the beautiful swan
Zack (Freddie Prince Jr., / Know What You Did Last scenario.
African-Americans. Lil' Kim, stick to rapping. Usher,
Summer) is the big man on campus. He has it all: looks,
To sum up the movie, it was horrible. The movie stick to singing. Director Robert lscove. find a new propopularity, a nd fortune. He is senior c lass president, sounds good because of my writing s ty le but, my talent fession.
,
captain of the soccer team, prom king candidate, and aside, it was really bad. The editing was bad. lo one speThe Lowdown: If you release a movie, make sure it's
the most desired man in school. Underneath all the c ific scene I saw the boom microphone. And what was good. Stop releasing trash in hopes that teenagers will
high school glamour, though , lies a teenager with sevwatch it. We do have taste
up with the choreographed prom dance scene? This was
., ......................................................................................... ···•···•···················· ·······················••·••········· .. ······························••·••······ ..···· ............................. , ......................................................................................................., ................. .
BY J OHN-JOHN \VU,LIAMS IV
Hilltop Staff Writer

THE 411: The Hilltop's Weekly Calendar
Exhibitions
Figura tively speaking: A group show of paintings, woodcuts and photography at GaUery 505. Call (202) 785-3 151.
New Acquis itions: Gifts from the Lawrence Gussman Collection at the National Museum of African Art.
Behind the H imalayas: Paintings of Mustang will be featured in the Smithsonian's Arthur M. Sackler Gallery. 1050 Independence Ave., SW.
An American Century of Ph otography: From Dry-Plate to Digirnl, selections from the Hallmark Photographic Collection will be featured in The Phillips Collection of
Washington, D.C. beginning on Jan. 23. Call (202) 387-2151.
Baule: African Art/ Western Eyes: This exhibition of art from the Baule people of West Africa will be on display at the Smithsonian's National Museum of African Art,
950 Independence Ave., SW opens on Feb. 7 and closes on May 9. Free. Call (202) 357-4818.
Howard University Annual Student Art Exhibition at Childers Hall Gallery (First Floor-College of Fine Arts Building) Opens 5pm Wednesday, Feb. 3 - Mar. 12

lll!JIM

Jua n Williams: The political analyst and author will discuss his book Thurgood Marshall at 7:30 p.m. on Feb. 9 at the Takoma Park Branch Library. 5th and Cedar Streets,
NW. For more information call (202) 727-1 385.

Concerts
J azz Night in Southwest : The Westminster Presbyterian C hurch, 400 I Street, SW, will host a jazz concert every Friday night until Feb. 26 featuring local artists. The concerts will be from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Cost: $5 adults. young people free. For more information cal l (202) 484-7700.
Q ueen Ester Mar row and the Har lem Gospel Choir will be at the Ford Theater from Feb. 2 through 28. Ticket prices vary. Call (202) 347-5599.
Comed y
Damon Wayans will be at the Warner Theater on February 14 at 7:00 p.m. Tickets are now on sale at a ll Tickeunastcr locations for $32.50.

on Staee

_ _

--

- --- ---

Now through Jan. 30: Arthur Mille r's The Crucible at the Kennedy Center.
Feb. 4 through 7: Things Fan Apart. the play based on C hinua Achebe"s 1958 novel of the same name, will be in the Kennedy Center's Eisenhower Theater. For more information call (202) 467-4600.
Now through Feb. 21 : Clare Boothe Ruce·s The Women at Are na Stage on the Fichandler Stage. I 101 6th St .. NW. Tickets range from $24 to 45 with d iscounts available
for students, groups. and persons with disabilities and senior c itizens. Cal l (202) 488-3300.
Oct. 10 through Feb . 14: Musical classic Show Boat at the Mechanic Theater in Baltimore.

~
Hip Hop Dance Concert presented by Rennie Harris/Pure movement will be held at Dance Place, 3225 8th, NE on Feb. I9 through 2 1 beginning at 8 p.m. on Saturdays a nd
4 p.m. on Sundays. For more information call (202) 269-1600.

The 4 / / is a sta11di11g colu11111 in the TEMPO sectiott. It is compiled by Hilltop Staff Writers. To include your listing please send i11Jor111mio11 well i11 cufra11ce to The Hilltop.
A1111.: Calendar Listings, 2251 Slrer111a11 Ave., N. iv., \\ht Towers, DC 20001.

I. Kind ofBl11e-Miles Davis
. Glretto Ft1b11/011s-Mystikal
. Burma Road-Ronnie Butler

. Homoge11;c-Bjork
. L,adies arul Ge11t/emo11-()eorge Michael
. Room 112- 112
. Enter the Dn,-Dru Hill
. Kurmptior,-Ku.rrupl

. . E.LE.- Busta Rhymes
I 0. Reggae Gold 98-Various Arlist

COULD YOU BE THENEXT

:Miss America?
The Miss District of Columbia Scholarship Organization is accepting
applications for candidates to compete for the title and represent
Washington, DCintheMiss America Pageant. Deadline for applications
is February 10.1999.

Click onto·It
http://hilltop.howard.edu

Eligible candidates will compete in a preliminary audition on February 14,
1999. Theselecte<l finalistswill compete intheMissDC Pageant onMarch
6at theHoliday Inn-Capitol inevening wear, interview, swimsuit andtalent.
There are no entry fees.
Women at least 17 and a high school senior through age 24, residing,
attendingschool full time or em~oye<l full time inthe District of Columbia
are el~ible toapply. For additional rules and eligibility requirements, please
send anemail to dcscholar@aol.com or call 202-543-1747. Please
leaveamailingaddress.
The Miss DC Scholarship Organization is an official franchise of the Miss
America Organization (MAO). MAO isthe single largest privatesource of
scholarship assistance for women in the entire world. Who knows yoo
rould be the next MissDCorMissAmerica!
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Y COMPANIES IT TAKES YEARS
TO PROVE You CAN LEAD ...
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Gn' MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INS1 EAP~
Your Uncle Sam. Every year
Army ROTC awards scholarships to
hundreds of talented students,
If you qualify, these meritbased scholarships can help
you pay tuition and educa-

WE'LL GIVE You 10 WEEKS.

tional fees. They even pay a flat rate
for textbooks and supplies. You can
also receive an allowance of
up to $1500 each school year
the scholarship is in effect.
Find out today if you qualify.

Ten ,-veeks may not seem like much tune to prove you'ce capable of oeing a leader But 1f

you',-e tough, smart and determined, ten weeks and a!

t of har work coufd n1ake you an

Qfh<er of f,;tanne.s, And Ofi1 ~r Cand1datPS Schoo, '0(5) 15 .vhere you

,.;et :.he cf-Jan e to prove

ARMY ROTC

you've got vhat rt takes to lead a f:fe full of xc,temenr fuJ of challenq1:.;, fu; of hon1 :r Anyor e

,t takes to be a leader ~ve·11 give you ten vveek, to prove

can say they've got what

;t For

more information cafl 1~800-MARtNES, or contact us on th0 Internet at //1--v"v A!1annes C,)1n

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE

,,

The Few. The Proud.

For details, visit Douglas Hall, Sixth Street N,W,
or call 806-6784
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PACKAGE INCLUDES:
•
•
-

•

Round- ■■ IP

Airfare
7 Nights Hotel AcconunodaUons
Round-Trip AliPdn
& Hotel Transfers

•

•
•

Free Welco1ne. Be a<h
& ET.ea■ lnu Parties
Free Admission to Night Clubs
Discounts on Restaurants.
Water Spons & Side EXcurslons
Pack•ue s available to Neu.11
and Montego eav

•

Profe sslonal On-Site

•

complete Woe 1,rv Acttvme s
Prouram onertnu Opttonal
sunset CrulSa,_ B:aoze Cnalse.

•

Toga Partv & Morel
Free B011•1s Parti, Pack

'
''
'

j

sun Splash Tours
1 800-426-1110

'

Student Travel Services
1 800-648-4849

Price is per person based on quad occupancy; from select departure cities . Other cities may qualify fo r reduction or
require surcharge . US and Jamaica departure taxes (currently $59) and $9 handling charge a ddi ti onal. Rates increase
$30 on 12/15/98. Peak-week surcharges/off- week discounts may apply. Restrictions and cancellation penalties apply.
Limited ava ilability. Subject to change without notice. Call for full details on hotel selection and availability.
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~~ATE COLLAPSE SEALS HOWARD'S FATE AGAINST FLORIDA A&M
B Y KlMOTHY K. B ROWN

Hilhop Slaff Writer
The solid shooting of Florida A&M forward Jamaal
Rhodes coupled with numerous turnovers committed
by Howard, enabled the visiting Rattlers to defeat the
Bison 72-60 Saturday in Burr Gymnasium.
The Bison entered the contest with an overall record
, of 2- I 4, previously dropping a decision at South Carolina State, 53-46. Florida A&M came into the game
with a record of 3-13, losing a tough game against
Hampton, 65-63 at home Jan 4. The two teams split last
season, with each winning on the opponent's home
floor. The Bison lead the series 23-12.
. From the opening tip-off, the Rattlers immediately
overpowered the Bison. Howard junior forward Jermaine Holliway fouled Florida A&M center Kevin
George only 11 seconds into the game. George connected on both free throws, supplying the Rattlers with
an early 2-0 advantage. Easy baskets, including a
three-pointer by Florida A&M's Travis Grant, gave the
visitors a 7-1 lead. A s1911 and dunk by Rattlers' guard
Morris Scott extended FAMU's lead to 9-1. Senior forward Melvin Watson of Howard missed a three-pointer, but point guard Ali Abdullah hit two free throws to
finally put Howard on the board again with 15:52
remaining in the half. Watson later made his first basket 10 cut the FAMU lead to 12-5. Reserve guard Bakari
Adams checked into the game and didn't waste any time
getting started. Adams made a three-point shot to cut
J'AMU's advantage to 12:8, But with the help of
George and forward Kendnc Green, the Rattlers took
a 22-10 lead late in the half. Howard responded as
Adams and Holliway each scored crucial baskets.
Adams scored five points while Holliway scored on a
critical jumper in the paint bringing the halftime score
to 40-32, with Florida A&M still holding on to the lead.
During halfti me, President H. Patrick Swygert presented the men's soccer team with its championship
rings. Howard is the two-time defending Mid-Continent Eastern Conference champions.
The second half of the game saw Howard come out
smoking. The Bison went on a 6-0 run as Abdullah and
guard Antonio Michell connected on back-to-back
tnree-pointers. Michell was able to score with the shot
clock running down. At this point, the score was 4339. As was 1he case 1hrougbou1 the game, FAMU
answered each and every Howard scoring surge. FAMU
guard Grant hit a wide-open three-point shot to give
his team a 48-41 advantage. After that, the Bison
looked like a new team. Howard pretty much scored
at will. A hard foul committed by FAMU guard Monroe Pippins on Abdullah lit a spark under the team. The
duo of Watson and reserve forward/center Dave Libbctt made spectacular jumpers and moves to finally
give Howard the lead at 60-57. FAMU had never
trailed for the entire game until 4: 19 remaining. The
scoring. at least for 1J1e Bison, ended there. Lack of
enthusiasm, energy and control by the Bison played
heavily 10 FAMU's advantage. The Rattlers went on a
15-0 run to end the game as a result of fairly easy steals
and fast break points. The run by FAMU was like deja'
vu. Hampton victimized the Bison by going on a 280 run 10 end a Jan. 4 contest at home.
Howard head coach Kirk Saulny was discouraged by
his team's performance. 'This is the worst we've played
in a month. We weren't ready for the game. this is the
most regression I've seen all season," said Saulny.
However, Saulny did go on to commend Libbett on
supplying some a1hle1icism coming ;:,ff the bench. In
addition, he praised Abdullah for his tough play.
"Abdullah was the on ly one who went hard for
rebounds. Everyone else just stood around and
looked," added Saulny.
Leading MEAC scorer Pippins of FAMU was able to
score 13 points. But Rhodes was the one 10 put the
Bison away. scoring a game-high 15 points, which was
the same amount the Bison backcourt of Abdullah and
Michell scored combined. Watson converted 50 percent of his shots, en route to leading the team with 13
points.
One major key of the game was turnovers. FAMU committed only S. but Howard committed 28.
Despite this setback, Howard, now 2-7 in the MEAC,
will look to win its third conference game as it plays
host 10 Morgan Slate tomorrow.

,

Ali Abdullah, who S<'Orcd 11 points in a losing tlTort to the Rattlers, sun~ys the court.

Lady Bison Lose Ninth Game to Flordia A&M
BY J OIIN JOtlN Wll, t,li\MS

IV

Hilltop Staff Writer
The Howard University Women's basketball team Josi
their ninth game of the season Saturday 62-61. despite
playing what many considered the best 20 minutes of
basketball this season. The Lady Bison matched up
with long lime rival Florida A&M in a crucial MEAC
Conference game in Burr Gynasium.
Howard was able 10 hold the Lady Ratt lers scoreless
for the first nine minutes of the second half, resulting
in a 23-0 run.
The Lady Bison were lead by sophomore reserve
Mona-Gail Baker wbo scored 13 points.
The first half was characterized by the Lady Rattlers
taking advan1age of their huge height advamage down
· low. Center Thresa Jenkins used her 6-6 frame 10 score
over the shorter Bison frontcourt. Jenkins, who is
nationally ranked in shot blocking made her presence
known . She used her long arms to alter shots, block
shots, and grab rebounds. Jenkins finished the game
with 17 points and 11 rebounds.
Due largely in part to FAMU 's height advantage

down low, the Lady Ra11lers were able to com·ert on
16of32 field goals. The Lady Bison on the other hand
could no: buy a basket. They shot 28 pe~ent from the
field.
.
At the end of the ftrst half, the Lady Bison found
themselves in what most thought was an insurmountable deficit of 23-42.
The second half was a completely different story from
Ute first half due to an inspirational half-time speech
by Howard 's head coach Sanya 'fyler.
"Coach [Tyler] told us that it was a new half, and a
new game,"· said freshman center Yetta Ednobakare.
The Lady Bison followed 'fyler's advice and opened up
the second half better than FAMU played the first half.
Senior guard. Regan Carter started the scoring frenzy for the Lady Bison with a nasty cross-over dribble
that left her defender glued to her spot and set up an
easy jump shot.
A few seconds later, Enobakahare hit a fade away
jump shot to cut the FAMU lead to 13.
Carter added to her point total a1the 15:30 mark with '
a double pump-up-and-under jump shot.
Shooting guard Kimberly Ford matched Carter's
acrobatics with an up-and-under layup.

Freshman forward Cour111ey Kirk joined in on the
scoring surge by scoring one of her 11 total points off
of a wide open jump shot to cut the deficit to 37-42.
Baker stoic 1he ball at mid-court and dribbled the ball
up the floor for an easy layup.
A drivingjumpsho1 by Carter, who finished the game
with IO total points, gave Howard a 43-42 lead.
Howard continued to create havoc for the Lady Rattlers.. A few seconds later, Lambert stole the ball for
the third time in the game, and hit a streaking Baker
with a bullet pass resulting in a layup for Baker and an
assist for Lambert.
FAMU finally broke the scoring drought a1 the 11 :50
mark with a short jumper by forward, Crystal Worlds. A
few seconds later, the 5 foot IOjunior forward hit her first
three pointer to take a 48-45 lead over the Bison.
After FAMU guard Akita Heally hit her first and only
three pointer of the game, Baker drove down the lane
for a lay-up that rimmed out.
FAMU capitalized on the miss by getting the ball up
the court and getting the ball into the hands of Jenkins. Jenkins srinned and was fouled by Baker as she
put up an unsuccessful shot.
See LADY BISON, BS

,
Hilltop Staff/Marl< Coleman
1998-99 Rhodes Sdiolar Carta Peterman aettpts a personalized basketball from Lady Bison guard Klmberly Ford during
the FAMU game.
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Student Trainers Gain Hands-Oµ Experience
By Rhett Butler
Hilltop Staff Writer
They are the brave that look at the gore and bandage
injured athletes. The ones that examine our athletes' grac,ing the court, pool and field. Howard University's student training crew is alive and itching 10 be recognized.
A cluttered liule room across from the girl's locker
room houses the student trainers. Some hover tediously over desks stacked with milk crates filled with documents. Others tend to athletes by taping and setting
ankles and other sprained parts. In all, these students·

duties are always in surplus, but adulation is seldom
the same.
"Some people thin.k we do this to be around ball players, but they do not know there is a lot of hard work
involved," said 'Irudy Moore, a graduate student from
Burkeville, Va. "If your major is sports medicine, then
I encourage you to do this, the experience is pricelc;ss."
Moore has been a trainer for four years and works primarily with the soccer team. The opportunity to work
with one team is given to veterans. Moore hopes to be
certified so she can quickly began her career.
Walking pass the trainers' office located in Burr
Gymnasium, you will find Shiana Eve, a freshman

political science major from Buffalo, N.Y., consulting
athletes about rehabilitation. Eve became a studerit
trainer through work study. "My minor is sports administration, allowing me to Jean this way. Besides, I
wanted a hands-on experience in Howard sports."
Some of Eve's duties include massage thempy through
ultrasound. In high school, Eve served as manager of
the boy's basketball team and wanted to get a medical
feel for collegiate athletics.
Junior athletic training major Nicole Pinnock of
Toronto, Canada had more pressing issues regarding
athletic training.
"We have all the modalities, we just do not have the

Lady Rattlers Strike Howard
Lady Bison.from B4
Coach 'fyler called a time out to compose her squad
and throw Jenkins off rhythm. It didn't work as Jenkins hit both of her free throws to give FAMU a 60-59
lead with I minute to go.
Baker made a lay-up a few seconds later off of an
assist by Carter to snatch the lead back from FAMU
61-60.
FAMU would not be den.ied. After Carter missed both
free throws off of a missed driving layup, the Lady Rattier's grabbed the rebound and dribbled the ball past
mid-court and called a time out.
FAMU inbounded the ball with I 5 seconds remaining on the game clock. They moved the ball around the
perimeter and snuck the ball into Heatly. Heatly squared
up IO feet away from the basket. She shot the ball, it
hit the back iron of the rim and bounced from the front,

to the side, and in.
The visitor side of Burr Gym erupted with screams·
and cheers. The Howard fans sat stunned and with
looks of disbelief as the Lady Rattler's had defeated the
Lady Bison for two consecutive years.
After the game the Bison pointed to the first half as
their dimise.
"Our shots weren't falling. We missed easy shots, and
had to box-out." Ford said.
"We couldn't get a rebound. We had to regain composure," fellow guard Lambert agreed
Even though the Bison lost they were still positive,
and optimistic about their next game.
"This was the best second half ever," Baker said as
she rushed with the rest of her teammates to catch a
plane to their next game at Bethume-Cookrnan. "Now
we got to take out our anger on them (Bethume-Cookman)," Baker added.

space and we are short-staffed. We need to be given
attention to," said Pinnock.
·
Many of the professionals that work with students are
certified with their masters. Pinnock thinks professionals should look into their dilemma.
"Howard wants championship teams, but they don't
want to support those that make them champs," said
Pinnock.
Although short of staff and space, these trainers seem
to never leave this "basement." The little room is small
enough to generate all the excitement and thrills of the
sports the trainers help 10 facilitate. It is a Howard experience definitely, but also a life experience.

BISON ROUND-UP
Upcoming Sporting Events Jan. 29-Feb. 5
Women's Basketball
Jan. 30
Feb. I

Morgan State
Coppin State

Home
Home

2p.m.
6p.m.

Men's Basketball
Jan. 30
Feb. I

' State
Morgan
Coppin State

Home
Home

4p.m.
8 p.m.

Indoor 'Irack
Jan. 30

Bucknell Univ.

Away

TBA
\

Women's Thnnis
Feb.5

Morgan State

Away

I p.m.

Men's Tun.nis
Feb.5

Morgan State

Away

I p.m.
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Sports Commentary
10 Reasons to Actually Watch Super Bowl XXXIII
BY KlMOTHY K. BROWN

Hilltop S1aff Writer

Well, the world really must be ending! The Atlanta Falcons are actually participating in the Super Bowl. Previously, the words Atlanta Falcons and Super Bowl would
not have been mentioned in the same sentence, unless il
was accompanied by the word never. But much to the Falcons' credit, they will be battling the Denver Broncos. the
defending champions, on Sunday in Miami, Fla.
The Falcons were able to upset the perennial NFC
(National Football Conference) favorite Minnesota
Vikings in Minneapolis. Sporting their best record in
team history, ( 14-2), the Falcons will be an underdog
against mighty Denver and Terrell Davis. This will possibly be Broncos' quarterback John Elway's final game
before he hangs up his cleats and retires.
To add drama to the game, Falcons coach Dan Reeves
will be up against former colleagues Mike Shannahan
and Elway. Shannahan was offensive coordinator under
Reeves in Denver, and of course Elway was quarterback.
It was rumored that both Shannahan and Elway played
major roles in the firing of Reeves. Nevertheless, this
game should actually be a relatively interesting one full
of me_morable sights, sounds and action to make your
Super Bowl experience complete. As a guide for your
Super Bowl listening and viewing pleasure, I have compiled a list of things to keep a close eye on in this Denver vs. Atlanta battle royal.
l. Dan Reeves vs. Mike Shannahan and John Elway:
If the actual game isn't interesting, then this three -way
battle will surely be entertaining. Atlanta will be very
inspired due to Reeves' bypass surgery recovery. but so
will Elway. He has something big to prove to Reeves; that
he stilJ has what it takes to win. I wonder if hand shakes
will follow the conclusion of this game?
2. Jamal Anderson vs. Terrell Davis: These two rushing powerhouses will play vital parts in the success of
their respective learns. Davis gained a little more than
2,000 yards rushing this season, while Anderson gained
·'J am rooting for Atlanta. I go for the nearly 1,900. If the two fail to gain key yards, then the
game really will be boring!
underdogs, because I want to see something 3. Morten Andersen vs. J ason Elam: Andersen is
often considered the greatest kicker to ever play the game
different."
of football. Elam is a rising star who just recently tied
' -James Keys, sophomore computer science the National Football League record when he booted a
63-yard field goal. These are the two men any team would
major
want in a crucial scoring drive.

Who is going to
win the Superbowl and why?

Photo Courtesy of ESPN Magazine
John Elway and Turrell Davi~ "ill ruwe to duplimte last year's "1nning perfom,ance.

4. Ste,·e Wilson: The head footbal l coach here at
Howard played in a few Super Bowl games with lhe Denver Broncos. Of course, he never won the ring he
deserved. But we all know he will have a keen interest
in watching the success of his former team. So even if
you don't like the two teams participating, watch the
game because of the Howard angle attached.

5. Falcons' Defensive Line vs. Broncos' Offensive
Line: Atlanta has a defensive gem in Chuck Smith
along with other solid, up-and-corning stars. Denver's
line aided in Davis' 2,000 plus rushing yards. Something
has to give!
6. Falcons' Receivers vs. Broncos' Secondar y:
Atlanta's receiving duo ofTemmce Mathis and Tony Martin will be tested against Denver's dynamic duo of veteran Steve Atwater. But Atwater can'l do everything by
himself, unless Super Bowl XXXIII will be a long day
for Denver.
7. The Halftime Show: This year's halftime show is
actually worse than the game. However, pop icon Stevie
Wonder is scheduled lo perform. His performance should
provide at least an ounce of entertainment.
8. John Madden & Pat Summerall: This tandem of
dynamic announcers are Super Bowl veterans who have

worked together for several years. Regardless of the state
of 1he game, look for these two to provide witty. useless
commentary to compensate.
9. Miami, Florida: Miami has hosted the second most
Super Bowl contests behind New Orleans. Some of the
best matchups have taken place in Miami. including the
great Super Bowl )OCJI game featuring San Francisco vs.
Cincinnati. So following the game. fans can relax and
unwind at Hooters or one of the great nightclubs that are
scauered throughout the Miami area.
10. "Dirty Bird" vs. "M ile High Salute": These two
end zone celebrations arc among 1he most creative in the
NFL.. The only way we will see them is if Jamal Anderson and Shannon Sharpe score touchdowns, which you
can count on happening. But compared to the "Dirty
Bi_rd." the ;,Mile High Salute" is preuy lame!
So as you can see, 1here are several good reasons to
watch this less than intriguing malchup. There's something at stake for each team. Atlanta is looking to prove
that it belongs in the Super Bowl. while Denver is trying to repeat as champs and give the AFC (American
Football Conference) its second straight win. My prediction: Denver 28. Atlanta 24.

BISON BASEBALL TEAM POISED FOR REPEAT AS MEAC CHAMPS
B y ERIN ADAMS

Hilltop StaffWri~

--

Chuck Hinton lias easily picl<ed oufhis wararot>c.
Dressed in a navy blue warm-up suit with a Howard
University logo, he has come prepared for another day
of work.
Before arriving at Howard University, his repuration for
swinging a baseball bat well was known by many. He
was a member of Major League Baseball's American
League, and his name can currently be found in the Washington Hall of Stars at RFK Stadium in Washington, D.C.
Hinton's baseball career lasted eleven years: six years in
Cleveland, one year in California.
Hinton, a native of Rocky Mountain, N.C., is more than
just a former major league player. For the pasl 27 years,
he has also been the Head Coach of Howard University"s baseball team. "I became a proud coach at Howard
in February of 1972, and am equally a proud coach in
"I like Denver, because of John Elway. Lf they 1999," said Hinton.
Last year. Hinton led his team to a 15-0 run in the Southwin he'll come back next year."
ern division of the Mid-Eastern Athletic Conference
-Mary Johnson, senior i11fom10tio11 systems (MEAC), and brought the MEAC championship home.
This season, Hinton and 1he team's biggest goal is to
major
repeal as MEAC champions.
With the help of Johan Hernandez, assistant coach and
former Howard baseball player, the Bison men should
have a lot of success.
Hernandez was parl of the baseball 1eam from spring
1995 to spring 1998. He is scheduled to graduate from
Howard in May of 99. "Last year·s victories came from
putting in extra work and as a team taking every practice and game extremely seriously," >'Jid Hernandez.
Hinton believes the greatest key in having a successful
team is having good players. "Good players make good

learns, and quality athletes can compete against anyone:·
said Hinton.
Acc~&.J.2 Coach JilJltw1, Jasl vea(s cao1ure of 1he
MEAC crown had a lot to do with the team·, actual play.
"We were dominant in our regular season, and were dlf'ch.
ing exceptionally well in the playoffs."
i i ···
Hinton and the team will have to make a few adjustments for their upcoming season.
"Consislency will be the primary emphasis forthis season. Since we are the defending champions. our goal is
to repeat which is wughcr than having to win the lit le for
the first time." said Himon.
Hinton is making sure everyone is in good physical condition. He is hoping for no major injudes throughout the
season. "It's hard to replace a key player: then: is no backup system li ke the major leagues." said Hinton.
Hinton says everyone is going to get their chanc-e to
demonstrate their talents. "There is a good returning crop
of veterans who arc all star1crs, except left field and third
base. With our energetic and dedicated freshman, those
positions are already fi lled." said Hinton.
Hinton predicts that freshman recruil Isaac Haynes wil I
be a big help for the team. He can pitch, bat, run, and
play the outfield.
This yearthe Bison will be playing several schools that
are ranked among the top 20 in the nation. Some of the
schools on their schedule are: Arizona State Un iversity.
Texas Tuch, Georgia Thch, and Wichita State.
The team has spent the past two weeks li fting weights
and running in lhe gym in preparation for opening their
season against Arizona State with games throughout the
weekend in Tempe, Ariz.
Assistant Coach Hernandez believes the whole team is
very anx ious to go out and play, and are looking forward
lo giving their full effort to make this season as successful
as the previous.

Hilltop Staff/Eric H~U
Howard Bison baseball pl'l)-er throws in preparation for lliJs
"ttkcnd's gan1t again~t Arii.ona State.

1999 Howard University Baseball Roster
Postition
~
Adams,R.
Catcher
Adams,T.
2B
Bradford, B.
RHB/3B
Carmichael, C.
CF
Causey. E.
P/OF
Espinales, B.
2B
Ewing. B.
1B
Ferrouilett, K.
RF
Fortune, D.
SS/LF
p
Gallman, S.
Gill. D.
LF
Harden, J.
OF
"Denver. They won last year and they have Harrison, A.
P/3B
Haynes, I.
P/OFflNF
John Elway."
p
Hughes, M.
Johnson,
E.
3B/OF
-Jebby Varghese, sophomore computer
Maclin, C.
CIOF
Moody,O.
science major
OF
Omeir,G.
2B/P
Perry. J.
Catcher
Phelps, E.
SS/2B
Pillow, R.
1B
Scott, A.
OF
Searcy, C.
OP
_.
p
Spencer, R.
p
Thomas, J.
Thompson, E.
OF
Warren. C.
ss
Widemond, H.
P/OF
Chuck Hinton, Head Baseball Coach
Chico Hinton, Asst. Baseball Coach
Johan Hernandez, Asst. Baseball Coach

f

Classification
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Senior
Junior
Sophomore
Senior.
Freshman
Freshman
Sophomore
Freshman
Freshman
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Senior
Junior
Freshman
Sophomore
Sophomore
Junior
Sophomore
Junior
Freshman
Junior
Sophomore

Hometown

Macon. Ga.
Derroit. Mich.
Washington. D.C.
Decatur. Ga.
New Orleans. La.
Miami. Fla.
Lewisburg, Tonn.
New Orleans. La.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Irmo. S.C.
Decatur. Ga.
Tuscon. Ariz.
Athens, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga.
Huntsville. Ala.
Compton, Calif.
Chicago. Lil. .
Baltimore, Md.
Brooklyn. N.Y.
Hollandale, Miss.
Lithonia, Ga.
Chicago. Ill.
Chesapeake. Va.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Knoxville, Tenn.
Augusta, Ga.
Jay. Maine
Athens, Ga.
Jonesboro. Ga.

Lessons That
Will Last
A Lifetime.
OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL
Put that college degree to use by enrolling into the Air Force Officer
Training School. Upon successful com~etion of the Officer Training
School, you will become acommissioned Air Force officerwith
earned respect and benefits like- great starting pay, medical and
dental care, management and travel
AIM HIGH
opportunities. For more on how to qualify
and get your career soaring with the
Air Force Officer Training School, call
1-800-423-USAF. or visit our website at
www.airforoe.com
www.airtorce.com
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WE'RE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER WITH
UNEQUALED OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYMENT.

Brad Kinkelaar

Investment Analyst

7/13/86
Al Nathan
Customer ~sp<,rtS:e Cepter

Senior Analyst
4/4/83

~JiCeren }lastega;i
Analyst DP

2/2/87

.

You can't
prepare
>.::·:

for where

>

the truth
••

will take you.

-

-

If yOu 're majoring in computer science, data proce~sing, accounting,
auditing, math or law, contact your Placement Director for more
information, or write to: Assistant Director, Corpo:at~ Human Resources,
Three State Farm Plaza-Kl, Bloomington, Ilhno,s 61791-0001.

STATE FARM

~
Life

Fi,<!

'

State Farm Insurance Companies • Home Offices:
Bloomington, Illinois • An Equal Opportunity Employer
www.statefarm.com

•
I

•

I

•

•
air

I

e~earc
Benefits:
• $2,400 Stipend!
• 6 Week Research Experience!
• Published Research!
• Summer Room and Board!
• Workshops!
• Mentoring!
• Social & Cultural Events!
McNair Scholars are twice as likely to pursue a graduate degree
•

Why Not You?

Must have 60 credits by October 1, 1999 (rising juniors) ♦ Plan to
apply to Graduate School and intend to ~ursue a Ph.D.♦ Min~mum
3.0 GPA ♦ U.S. Citizen or permanent resident of the U.S. ♦ Will not
graduate before S11mmer '00

♦All

Current and Former Howard
McNair Scholars
♦Former McNair Scholars from other
universities attending Howard
are invited to the

Howard University McNair Social
th
Monday, February 8
4:00 p.m.- 6:00 p.m.
Graduate School of Art & Sciences
Room 111

Deadlines: Summer '99 Feb 22"4 -Summer '00 March JIJII'

We're looking forward to seeing you!
For More Information, Application and Program Pamphlet:
Ronald E. McNair Postbaccalaureate Achievement Program
Howard University
Graduate School of Arts & Sciences, Room 307
Washington, DC 20059 (202) 806-4708

Any questions??? Please contact the Ronald E. McNair Office at 806-4 708
or e-mail at clevans@howard.edu.

I
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Graduating Seniors only: Please complete this survey by selecting one gift (or writing in your suggested gift) as your class legacy to your
respective school/college. Drop off the completed survey to your Dean's Office by Friday, February 12, 1999. PLEASE PRINT LEGIBLY!

•
''

'

'

'

I .stName

SS#

Middle Initial

First Name

i-

't1 --------------------------------------------------------------Phone#

City, State, & Zip

Permanent Address

Senior Class Gift

School/ College
1. School of Divinity
'I

Phone#

Campus Address

Your senior class representative selected
Religious materials for the Library as your
senior class gift.

•
''
'

•

Graduate School of Arts & Sciences

School of Law

School of Business

•

'

'

I. Statue in honor of "Class of 1999"

1. Gift to the Research Endowment

'
•

_ 2. TV monitors for the school building (3)

_2. Loan fund for needy students

_I. Wrought iron arch gate for Law School
entrance

_3. Lobby showcase for special displays

_3. Emergency loan fund

_2. Furnishings for the hallway located by the

-

4. Dissertation & thesis loan fund

5.

Moot Court office

_ 4. Student book scholarship fund

-----------

_3. Word processors for the computer room

5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

_ 4. Scholarship fund

5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Schoolo(Se-:11 1Work

Ssbool of Edusation

_I. Loan fund for needy students
'

-

2. Student lockers

_3. Computer software for Social Work licensure
exam

School of Communications

_I. Student book scholarship fund

_I. Brass building name plaque

_2. "Class of 1999" named computer

_ 2. Lobby showcase for special displays

_3. TV monitor for the school building

_3. New sign for School of Communications
office

_ 4. Loan fund for needy students

_ 4. Emergency loan fund

-

_ 4. Loan fund for needy students

5.

- -------------

5. - - - - - - - - - - - -

_5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

College of Arts and Sciences

College of Dentistry

College of Medicine

•

_I. Restoration of a Howard University sign

_ l. Brass building name plaque

-

_2. Table and vending machine for student lounge

_2. Loan fund for needy students

_3. Electronic bulletin boards for each division (4)

_3. Lab assistant for the Learning Resource Center

_2. Computer resource materials for the Leaming
Center

4. Recycle bins for each division

_ 4. Computer software for Learning Resource
Center

I . Medical reference books

_3. Outdoor picnic equipment
_ 4. Scholarship fund

5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

_5. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I

1--------------?. n

College of Engineering, Architecture, & Computer Sciences
_ 1. Computer software
_2. Flueprint machine
_3. Scholarship fund

Colte1e of Pharmacy, Nuning, & Allied Health Sciences
_,; Emergency loan fund
_2. Computers
_3. Student conference travel

_ 4. Digital cameras for each division

5. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

•

_ 4. Scholarship fund

5. - - - - - - - - - - - -

t

COMING SOON.. .'fffti! SENIOR CLASS GD•1• CAMPAIGN KICK-OFF!!!

I

•

.

-

-
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Dat1 Millillf Tovs • • • • • "•.....
Web Desi"' Toys
•
••
•
••
••
••

Feb. 25-26, 1999
Richmond, Virginia

For minority students and recent grads who
are interested in pursuing acareer in any of
these exciting newspaper industry fields ...

Interview with newspaper representatives from:
• News •Finance •Graphics
• Advertising •Circulation • Photography
• Marketing • Human Resources • Production

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
Server Tovs

Where? The Crowne Plaza Richmond on Canal Street in Richmond, Virginia
How much? Just $201 This includes three job fair meals, advice from professionals

When you work
at State Farm
Information
Technologies, you
work with some of the
most powtrful computer systems
known to man. Advanced servers and
intranet applications. Innovative middleware and
databases. Development tools that push the limits.
And for those who prefer retro toys, we still have
mainframes to keep you busy well beyond Y2K.

during workshop sessions, and the interviews on Feb. 26.
What about accommodations? FREE room for one night to the first 100 students
who register! (Please note: Local students are expected to commute.)
When shotild I register? As soon as you update your resume and fill out an application.
Where do I get an application? From your career placement office, or contact Virginia Press
Association. Phone: (804) 550-2361 Ask for Katherine. Fax: (804) 550-2407.
e-mail: Prodev@vpa.net Mailing address: 11006 Lakeridge Parkway, Richmond, VA 23285.

Stale Farm

lnformatioa Techno~
•
••
••
•

;

-

·■·.

. ·.•
:

DlEAJDJlLilNlE: Your registration, resume &

IIIWlllallU

check for $20 (payable to VPA) must be received
or postmarked by February 8, 1999. You may
fax your registration, but interviews will be
scheduled only for those who pay in advance,

Interested in an rT carur at State Farm?

Visit us at www.statefarm,comJcirttrs/.
Please refer to job rode TOYS/CS
when e-mailing or faxing your resume.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Minoriry Job Fair
~

Feb, 25-26, '99 Richmond, Vrrginia

E-mail: HRSF@STATEFARM.COM or FAX: l09-763+'.28J L

State farm lns~r:anct Companies • Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

;;,...

:·.'
'

Hosted by Virginia Press Association, American Society of Newspaper Editors & Newspaper Association of America
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TI1E OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, CRAMTON AUDITORIUM AND
TIIB ARMOUR J. BLACKBURN CENIER
PRESENTS
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UGSAi1WOULD LIKE TO THANK EVERYONE WHO PART! I,· lTE~llN TIIB 1999 SPRING FASHION SJ{~W AU~:p]ONS.
WAS ~1TRE.\1ENDOUS SUCCESS, BUT BECAUSE OF lliE ENO .:. ,OUS1li,MOUNT OF TALENT NOT !lj RYQNE WAS 11\Bj,E TO BE
CHOSJJlk. lliE FOLLOIVING MODELS ARE INVITED BACK ON,'/UES. rEB 2 F011f~,~ECOND ANU 1 , . ', LB~~Kl
111
REMEM!il~R TO WEAR ALL BLACK . (Please note that an deC1s1ons are final)
' ...
, ·, :
w
" 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --fi'f.--tt.J
;
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BLACK HISTORY MOVIE SERIES

J .

1

1·
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1
.,
s' # 59
'R. AKEFF
F. BELL# 23
M, BERG# 41
K. BILLUE # 53
D, BOTTS #100
G. BROOKS# 14
L. BROWN# 6
T. BRYANT# 16
BYRON# 16
C. CALLE~pAR # 101
CAMERON'# 32
D. CASSIDY# 47 t·"'
S.CHAM#38
·M. CLARK# 26 1 :; ,
C. CRITTENDEN # 98':i .
D.DAVIS#88
··••·1 1
M.DAVIS # 77
L· ·
T. DEAR #60
C. DIXON# 81
T. EGGELSTON # 52 ,
"ERIC"
'
C. EZELL# 62
T. FITZGERALD # 104
M. FORBIS#B
,K. FLUC!';!;R # 93
•'S. GRl~~rHs # 52
O. H/llll'll 42
1<:
HEl~ON # 89
"·
;;

i :· '
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Place: Cramton Auditorium
Time: 6:30 p.m.
Price: $3.00 per student Tickets Available Now!

FREE REFRESHMENTS!
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Schedule
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February

I

Urban World Film Festival
2 Feature and 2 Short Films by
African Americans

February 2- FREE

Beloved starring Oprah Winfrey ,

3

February 11

Slam

February 25

Enemy of the State starring Will Smith

,1
'

,
, ,I

., ...

i:~I~~
. '

~-Ri

i

M H ,.
•

1,'

I

,.: .•.

I

March 2

I Still Know What You Did Last Summer
starring Brandy

March 3

The Faculty starring, Usher

!i liliil"'
ffl~]-i,-k/

March 17

•

•

Down in the Delta starring Al Freeman

'
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•
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APPLICATION FOR EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
THE HILLTOP
CRITERIA

•

••
•
•

•
•

•

••

DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS
OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

•

•
•

•
•

•

1999-2000 EDITOR-IN-CHIEF OF THE HILLTOP NEWSPAPER ·
QUALIFICATIONS:

Must be at least junior classification dwing term of
office. Must be currently enrolled as a full-time student and
have at least a 2.50 cumul·a tive average at the time of
selection and remain in full-time status and in good standing
for the duration of the terrn of editorship. Provide evidence
of having successfully completed course, seminar or
workshop in the ethical and legal aspects of journalism
prior to selection as Editor-in-Chief.

RESPONSIBILITIES:

Produce The Hilltop on schedule and supervise its
operations in accordance with acceptable counsel of the
jownalism department and the polices established by The
Hilltop Board. Develop job descriptions the Hilltop staff
positions and select the sub-edito1·s and staff
other than the Business Manager. Secure application and
addition inforrnation from the Student Activities.

DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION
FEBRUARY 8, 1999
STUDENT ACTIVI'l'IES OFFICE
ARMOUR J. BLACKBURN CENTER
SUI'IE 117

APPLICATION FOR HILLTOP BUSINESS MANAGER
CRITERIA
1999-2000

Business Manager for the Hilltop Position

QUALIFICATION:

The Business Manger of The Hilltop is the student
who has primary responsibility for the fiscal and accounting
operation of the Hilltop and is accountable to the Hilltop
Board. In discharging these responsibilities The Business
Manager is expected to be responsive to the direction of the
Editor-in-Chief.
a. Currently enrolled as a full time student and have at least
a 2.50 cumulative average at the time of selection and
remain in full time status and in good standing for the
duration of the term as Business Manager.
b. provide evidence of experience and ability in accounting
and in general business procedu1·es prior to selection.

-

RESPONSIBILITIES:

Provide Financial reports to the editor and The Hilltop
Board as required.
a. Maintain the fiscal records, of the Hilltop in accordance
established University policies and procedures.
b. Account for all income and expenditw·es.
c. Assist the Editor-in-Chief in carrying ot1t all bt1siness
and fiscal policies .
•

For additional infor111ation and Applications contact the Office of Student Activities,
Ar1nour J. Blackbum Center, Suite 117. DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS
FEBRUARY 8, 1999.
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'l'HE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVI'J'IES, CRAMTON AUDITORIUM AND
'l'HF. ARMOUR J. BLACKBURN CENTER
PRESENTS
'

BLACK HISTORY :M:OVIE SERIES

Place:
Ti111.e:
Price:

Cra111.ton Auditoriutn
6:30 p.1r1.
$3.00 per student
Tickets

Available

Now!

FREE REFRESH:MENTS!
Schedule

February 2- FREE

2
February

Urban World Fil111. Festival
Feature and 2 Short Fil111s by
African A1r1ericans
Beloved

3

sta ■ 1.ing

Oprah ·W infrey

Sla111

February 11
Ene111.y of the State

February 25

The Faculty

March 3

Down in the Delta

March 17

-

._.ca

Ting Will S111.ith

I Still Know What You Did Last Su1n1ner
starring
Brandy

M"arch 2

u
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ting. Usher

Al Free1nan
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INTERESTED? COME MEET VVITH US
ON THURSDAY. FEBRUARY 4, 1999
AT 7:00 PM. MEET US IN Bl ACKBURN
RM. 108/110. FOR MORE INFORMATION
CALL US AT 806-4143/4144.
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HILLffOPICS
FOR RENT

All l=llL.I.TOPICS Affi du@,
2 Large rooms for rent,
$400/month. All utilities inclu. Close
l}l\ld in fYII 1 the Mand&y
to HU. Call 202.588.5737 and leave
b@for-e l}Ybllo&tlan.
a message
Ann01:1n0@m@nto by o&m•
0
BR/ti ~~Ji ~ei~Mt!&~11J~m-.
pY@ Oft)&nli&tlt,l'\IJ ffif ffi@Ot• rH:U,stJ)lentl
encouraged to apply.
mgo1 oemln&rn Of nan•protlt Call 202.582.2244
&r"0 ehl\ft)@d l\l} lndlVIY&IIJ,
3 B~ouse for Rent. Non-smokers
lndlVIYAII} &dV@ftl@lng for
nlv blocks fr9m Hovtald.
941 montall utilities. c.;a I
the purpeDe of &nnt,unolng ~03.449.4874.
ijJ~ervie@, buying or 1011lng
to
llffl eh&ft)ed $15 for th@ flmt
wBediom
rd andCorudok1
b oc bl~k
o etro.
~s~er Jryer, ~a I to Wan aroet,
ao,wort!@ &nd $1 for every n;rivateare~K&c1§ eel.modern
appll'
Rent oo credit.
~ijetltlemil five WOrtfl}.I..Oe&I fa
~mo t , ust av
an rent~ Istory. 8a11~s. ~arper
eomp&nie@ &ffi ehtuged
70 .807.31 3.
$1 Ofor the firnt 20 word@
Several. s11~c'8
' us rooms available
&nd $~ for every five wortf I} CHAC,
W/D! /W, cable tv. Close
to meU8, an ~am11us. Call
them&fffir. P@ffi()ftl\l &di}
ij&3W,s~~8 . ~g.o142 or 202.483
3
&r~.~ for the tirnt 1o wom
turn1Sched r ;m rgr rent c1ose to
&nd & $1 for every &ddltlan• 202.635.Bt
Burr c.11.rn,..s are ath. ca I
gl five womo.

i

s.o.u.L Meeting 5:30F&b. 4, 1999 Place TBA
ATTENTION WOMAN TO WOMAN
VOLUNTEERS:
Tl!lle 10 pU$h ads!!! Please ask au groups, organl•
zations, and bulsness 10 suppor1 the oonference by
- - ~ placing M ad in 1his years
Th& 8toth&IS of ~11!il!, &.I fllll f:19~, ~ •
~pha Chapter ancl tne Laoles of D&IIJI Sioma
Theta II'IC would like 10 thank the HowanflTnlVer•
srty bomirunity kw donations made during the
Blackbum Angel Tree PrCJiect. The statf and youth
of SojoumOIS Nelghboothood Center, and Berry
Farms Convnunity Center greatly appreciate your
participation.

W-f:l,ou~e to share. Near f,!U.
eau111~I reivated Victorian
~ome. I an. noht. orofesslQnal
atmosp er~ S OO·S380/month. call
202. 797. 11,,9.
See or rooms 4 rei4 BRs, 2
Den\ Wtw, W/D, isfl. Harvard
eor_ipAve area
50, $250~
.276.6 1 or page
;~

?slff~~~J

lii

er Joi~ortufsltlesl
as~uor
n~
r
S
S
nee lll,ow edge & academic
rk with prefreshmon & High school SIU·
~f.:J,IS 2l1.J I 2 1999
Aii',\\fcauon~~.,t;lablo ln Rm#5t8, at th&
Howard Center
V

'Jff.1'

Congratulauons to ail new Beta kappa Cfo

Auction F@b. 3 t'rpm In

inductees. Remember BKX meetings are
the 1st Monday of every month in UGL
Room L41 at 5pm
BureayYou're the eoolesll ' BISON"

Ps;;flffi.~to Research

&lppof1 the Woman To Woman Confe,enee by

ptactng an ad In this year's program book. Ad
prioes are 1/8 paQG-$50, 1/4 paQG$75, Hall page$100. Full page $200. AD art WO<k should be camera ready and business catds are accepted. For•
moA:1 il}tormation, Advertlsement Packages are
available In Arts & Sciences Student Council Office
Surle 106 in Blackburn. The final deadline is 2/8199

Actventlst Student Association ha$ tellOWShip,
mUSie, and HIS won:! IOnlght 7 ~ lower leV<II•
RanldnChapal
Do you have a 3.0?
Do you have at tea.st 15 credi1s?

COiiiilAIIUO (6 S8Jvk!UJ acaourrne UXCGIIUIIC81
Come out to Phi Sigma Pi's Smoker Feb. 1$1 UGL
7:16t)m
Mi.we --o::r
1 pick Of Howarrd'G tinOGI MIA QA;I 1 ,omoA
at the Phi Sigma Pi 2nd Annual PreValentile Aa,;.
lion Fob. 3, 199907pm Blackbum Ballroom Sl O<

Coming Soon:
Sigma Alpha Iola lntomabonal Muoio F,-temoty
VaenlF10·~9t1)Sct5 gTele(l<ilffi9Fell.121 1
$S per son $2 per rose
1AM klll&d Kenney! I'm not lat...lAM ·How's my littkt
crackeOI doin' todayr-Chel 1AM Beefcak<,!11 IAM

, Hide hn'~Mc Haottev 1AM wams to ta la L1 ynur
la...

'C

Black Hlslory calendar a Joumey through 365 days
of Black Himry S1Oplus P• H $1 oxtra each addi•
tiona1 catAOdarcbooks 10 tOkrs ea Box 798
Sjadoosburg, Md. 20710 attentions to Grandma's
Children
ser9h1 Meeting today. Channel 32-WHUT
A.Cross from Bethune Annex} at 6pm

A lo~h~~~il/~!!,1i9,f!ii f~,1y\ NJW!aek

History.$10 otus S+H, $1 e;ira each addltJonal calendar. Checks or money orders
G111ndm.. Children
P.O. Box798
BladtttSb\Jrg, MO 20710

1=J1.e.~2i':1!.~,.~~e~1.~.~••Jue.
•d 1el'ttloob .,...., reMn

Tef boolt _..-tc, C..

?OZ.722.f)'.701 o, UI00,2Zl.lAJO

NYWELE Nolurol Hair Showca..
Sunday, March 71h - m CO<lte<, 4pm
Models (mel<I and female), darooOI, produo·
lion asslstal'lts and volunleera nNded.
Please call 202.216.2122 today.
Ono of washington's flne5' oscor1 services ls
now hirfng anractlvo blOOdes, btooenes, red
heads, Alrlcan American, Asian, Hlspru,lc &
Mldcne Eastem beauties, Min. $4Mlr, non•
s.exuaJ. Must be 18+ and have transportation.
Oen to, iete,wleii 189.898.5299

Fratemlllet, Sororities & Student Groups:
Eam $1000·$2000 wrlh easy 3 hOur CIS fund
raiser event. No sales re,quit&d. Fund rais.er
days are filling up, so can today. Contact
Chris 800.829.4777
U.S. MARINE CORPS OFFICER PRO·
GRAMS 6· 10 week paid $ummer internship
managementlleadership experience. No
ot>l~atinn to serve. 301.394.0519
$1500 weekty PQ1en1ial mailing our eircutars.
No o:xperienee required. Free Info packet.

C811 202,452.5940

Com1ng aoon:

em,~~~ri~~•
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1•• B<O, What What Whal•What Whal

West Rkfera Ball Foot
Ftl>ruary7, 1999

.tiwi.,~ Jl south

llW&IOb

You like OSB hun. You love 1\Jpac hun. You love
,. Ju~llt hun. You golng to the southWest

,-{ Jtldtlr'a Ball hun. The date 19 2•7•99 hun.
Sunday OOn. \tu can'1 wart hllt Ifs Going Down
UBIOUITY'a Open House: Jan. 31, 1999
1pm-3pmblackbum Rm 148,1150
can eo2.234.67118

ce1e1>mIe-01a-cl(l.0V012fl3)"Nith OBIOIJ1TY15!Shtat:r
Naima 202.234.6798

- Altl\eWii/;IJ.~~~•Ion1eerS"l!las,
take,. tTB-sliol "Stiots'will:ie given on Feb. 3rd s1oam and .Mustbe read on FOi>. 5th at th& Student
1-feallh Confe"r. Any questions? Call 806.4135
Ba a volunlHr this nmosllr,
All s1uden1s ,ntereist9CI in vollffltoenng this semeister
with Commoolty outreach, come to the volunt8f
m;eeting on Feb. 4th at 7pm In the blaekbum Cemtor or call 806,4135

Office Monager Position
Looking for an Offioe Manager Mon.-Fri. from
8:30 am-2;30pm ($7/hr) pleas• fax resumo
to:Domestic Bliss 202.832-6949 Prefer Graef
student with experience
Accountent Position
Looking for a part-time Accountant for a mall
Business office monthly. Must have experi·
ence in Federal & Local taxes, payroll,
Chockwritlng and finng. Prefer Grad studenl
or sonlor with prior accounting experience.
Please faxo resume to Domestic Bliss
202.832.6949. Salary negotlable.
wanted 98 People
wa·11 pay 1()<J 10 lose Up to 29+ lbS. expires
01127/99 1.800.242.0363 X1240
Grad srudent soeklng responscibkt grad ot
undergrad s1udef\1 to assist in collection ol
dlss.ertabOn data. Job woukt invotve Showing
a video to groups ot Howard students and·
having them complete brief questionnaires.
I'm schedu1ed to COll&et data an day Jan. 27.
29 on Howard's campus. I need one person
10 dO an 3 days or 3 people, one per day. It's
a s.nple (but very Important) job, a quick way
to make some extra cash, S751day. Cal if
interested or need more into. 612.346.8294 or
301.277.3784

'
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llbuiltbum Drillroom

Admlulom

•1 or
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Jamelca CIDCUD florid•
south Padre llahlmos llarbados

& e&n good

-Plbs/latfllals

CALL TODAY! 1·300-426·7710

Alrlght Andre-Thanks for being such a
wonderful Best Friend. You really deserve

a vacation!
·S.N.l

- ~ - ~'OERE~RY~T,- - -=
Always Remember 5:15

Bonq..-tlha Tllwonna Muhammad'• Dally

Nl1P6S UNrTED KANE

Pl - :

SHOW

Ball
11 pm go to Sleep
~roam about the Southwesl RICl&r's

• • • NOT Jl.l!r
ANOTHE.~ !rE.P
SHOWIII

2·6•99:
8am brush INlh
9am eat brNJdasl
111m go buy outfit lo< the South""'•' Rodor'S

/i!.r'

2•7•99:
8am Waka up
10am go to Ch<Jrch
11am pray to got in th& Southwnt Rldef's

Bal

1pm oxerclM for tho SOUlhwts1RICf&r's Ball
P"I on , _ OU1f~
6pm parade around room In MW outht
7pm go to the Soothwest R><llfs Ball Nrly
5pm

2-8-99:
talk about the Southwest Rid<l(S Bal
b was so flve...ble bla bla
d'td you SN...bla bla bla

~---

KAPPA ALPHA Psl
~RATERNITY INC.
ffA\l.tn Uuu ff<lf,t\l't

Bluzo Mng1:lr&l110@
f'ft1f'~t tll

f'om~'<t\•
S'tlt'f'lol l..lw.• l't<t$ht'ttlffflt't\\'
Abenl, Danielle, Kosy and Rablah, I love

you all dearly. Thanks for being the
Howard Engineer Magazine Is looklng for
wrtters. All are welcome to apply. Please
call Marla ma @ 806-6631.
BESTEST roommates {plural) and
BESTEST frlondzf
-Bhoxl or Blxol, Mississippi

Rippy 21,1 B•bey Byron •xu,iin Powe,,1"
Whylo

Tho 14 Olomond K.R.0.0.K.S
-YfStvfSM'fStt~ ALL 8AltAMIAMASSIYES FROM THE ONE TRUE
DUTTY FlSH. BIG UP ONE V.K., KHARI

tlow"rtl Unl\:\>l~lty
C rm\\l)tnu udltm'hnn

Friday,
February 19
7p.m.

PRIDE, NEKO SAY SO, JON JON,
MIRANDA PANDA, ONE KENDA, OJIFA

RUNKS, REAL DEAL CHAMILE, CHARO,
LONNIE. ANDREA, KISKA ERRY BODY
MISS REO ED. NASSAU OR NUmN'.

Nn\\ll {'-,ll,'\C\1111,1 \~·-,, V\"11.h\\u Slll\\' U l\lW1'1i.l\,'1 '\'\l\'.'I..~~ \J"\x~,~~
U\\\\\I> ~'"'" Ul\l\\'I""'"" 011\\I ~1111\! Unl"\lff,\~ Ouk~ U I\N~N~

Ifs all about that DREW HALL Fourth
Floor! Don't Hate. Congratulate.

T\~l,.N,;, \\\llih1M\' .I.I t'v\1.lt1'\\\\II ill.\.\\lilt~111m & ' fit;~Jtl't,1 l'\"ftl... Ul.1tl\c~
f1W 11\\'l(V inf'n p{l1'\~,i"NUl'I~ 1
.(\(t ,..rn mt< ("O'f+ff'<t - ~ , , ,~.jt+.~f to,~ ~ f t # • ##01,~ Kt

w-a=.;

Cong,ratulatlons end Welcome
Baclctoihe HILLTDR Hero You're Homo.

+ Your work
'C
I
BRIAN:
at the HILLTOP WH

~;I

-

supreme and there wlll never be another
like you. Thanks For Your Oecncauon. We'll
save you a seat 1n the E--Boud
meetings. Love Always, THE HILLTOP

\•.

'

I

Ja1mlne: Feel BeHa' Cheddallllllll

Feel dood, ~ We wish you wouidlf
ADrj lt- You are lhe Best Editor that a
r&SJOf er could have. We love you. When

we get !)aid we'll buy you your own pizza••
•C8mpus Repor'l&ra, UTD

Drew Hall R,A.s· The meallng Is stlll
on sunoey in ltev's Place. Be there.
Rimothy: Y.all Louisiana Piayas alnt bout
nuthlnlllll

t.tlAMlaeems like the place to be for

spring Breakl!IWIII you be there?III
-Mloml Boyz
Erciila,

Toya, tisfiara, Ta)i Reon - t he ~

•::l,::ro~~,~t:i;i: ~~~~

::nlIll

Nodine, I'll be your man!
Jason, Stop Halln' on Klmothyl Sports
Rules!!!!!

Shanoe• Sorry abOut the misprint -J.J.
ATTENTION CREATIVE MINOS:
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
HONORS ASSOCIATION (CASHA) IS
STARTING A lrTERARY MAOAZINE, AND
WE WANT YOUR INPUT.
WE'RE LOOKING FDR: SHORT STORIES,
POEMS, PERSONAL ESSAYS, DIA•
LOGUES, ANALYSES, ARlWORK ANO
PHOTOGRAPHY.
IF YOU WANT TO BE PUBLISHED, TURN
YOUR WORK IN TO THE HONORS
OFFICE, ROOM 124 IN LOCKE HALL. DR
E•MAJL IT TO ECIRCO@HDWARD.EDU.
THE DEADLINE IS FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26.
DON'T WAIT UNTIL THE LAST MINUTEIII

'Ma,Jbt3ou've_jUJl afway wantedfu kickif withtfuf Coo(CampUJ 'Pal,
oneofthose1<.ufe1<appa1,' tliat 1Jivine 1Jeffaror thtif tliffurit1J .'AX1l?

Watch out tor thirsty Thundays II the
Bonk.........Be The-.

-Hiy"Mirlo;"wfiin I comiilo"'Mlinta-::-rilffi
sure you show me around.
You are my dogg for lyfe.

Relle

If this sounds interesting, you ain't heard nothing yet!!

Join us for the

Peachtree Doors and Windows. a leading
manufacturer ol building products, seeks driven oonege graduates, looking for sale, and
marketing opportunities, to promote their
building products nationally, Salary S34K +
Annual bonus. Piease tax resumes to
Recruiter n0.476.0426

tbek Le>"~ eh9?~ Auetie>D
February 11, 1999

CANCUN, BAHAMAS, PAflJW.A CITY
Gel FREE Parties and Drinks with USA
Sp,lng Br&akl Call 1.888.m.4642 10 book
your trip IOdayl

More information to come...so be on the look out!!
,

Office Manager tor a small housecleaning
business. Houts: 8:30am-2:30pm Mon.-Fr1.
Duties include supetvk.ing staff, bOOJdteeping,
price quotes, client contact Exptuienced per•
son with stmng computer skills required. Fax
resume to 202.832.6949

*

Byron'a 21$1 B•Dey Par1y
Friday, January 29, 1999 .. 1O!>m
66 V Street. NW

,.,.

- "All Men Are Kt'N.led Equal...So!'ne Just Look Bet•
Nupes Unrtod Kono Show
r1C1<ets on aale...$I0 wno
All neketmas1er lokatlOM
NC~ Valenl.nt'a Day CMdy & belloon .... com,
lng soon. For more Info contact JeMifer Leo al
939.0167

Graduate student seeking responsible
graduate or undergraduate student to
assist In collection ot dissertation data.
Job would Involve showing a video to
groups of Howard students and having
them compte1e brief questlonnarles. I
need one person to do three days or three
people, one per day. H's a slmp1e (but very
Important) Job, a quick way to make some
e.tro cnh, $75 per day. C811 lf lntere.sted
or need more Information. (812) 346-8294
or (301) 2n-3784

'

~

~~o/g~~s o~ p}tt~B.%2

AbnormaJ

0 l'hl Sign\!\ Pl'II

!hut I~Vw.e11tlfta'¥ DllY

HQuse fQr rent, recenttv remodel,
finished base~ent, 3 BRtAC,
seml det.iehn 'f!ose t~ me ro and

~H~~S'r.8li1!mi'?l!~981 or

hoUC!IL Mm ru1d Wonum

PERSONALS

FOR SALE
ATTENTION WOMAN TO WOMAN
VOLUNTEERS:
II'& time 10 push adsl!I Please ask al groups, orga•
nluulC11s.. and buine$$ to $UppQrt the conference
by placing an ad In this yeafs p,ogram bOOll Appl!·
cations and 1nto<mation are located on the door ot
Arts & Sciences $1uden1 Council in Btackbum.
l1l'Jf1"
Deadline Is Februray 8, 1998.

Oon1111md NU Uowl.l'd'II

CLASS OF 1999

RIPMSlttff
TO THE FULLEST

AU.\'aVLw.
LOVE

A.RIUlU..S.

Sponsored br the Woman to \roman Conftrmcc- • piojccl of the Colk11,oe of ,\rt,

and S.:1cnce1 Student Counal and the l.tdi.:s ort')d1aSigma Theta

'

